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Abstract
We prove the existence of a universal recovery channel that approximately re-
covers states on a v. Neumann subalgebra when the change in relative entropy,
with respect to a fixed reference state, is small. Our result is a generalization
of previous results that applied to type-I v. Neumann algebras by Junge at al.
[arXiv:1509.07127]. We broadly follow their proof strategy but consider here ar-
bitrary v. Neumann algebras, where qualitatively new issues arise. Our results
hinge on the construction of certain analytic vectors and computations/estimations
of their Araki-Masuda Lp norms. We comment on applications to the quantum null
energy condition.
1 Introduction
Quantum error correction is an important tool in quantum computation but has physical
manifestations well beyond this domain. For example, it has become influential in the
study of topological aspects of many-body quantum physics [46, 45, 47], renormalization
group approaches to interacting theories [49, 48], random quantum systems [51], and
even basic aspects of quantum gravity in the AdS/CFT correspondence [50, 14, 15].
While quantum computers typically manipulate finite dimensional Hilbert spaces, many
applications of error correction to field theory and gravity go beyond this simple setting
and a general treatment requires more sophisticated tools, including tools from the theory
of operator algebras. While one might hope to approximate any of these physical systems
by finite quantum systems, this point of view can obscure crucial physical features that
are more naturally expressed in a less restrictive approach. We will give an example of
this in the context of quantum field theory, where operator algebraic approaches have a
long tradition, see e.g. [19].
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At the same time, the operator algebra approach is so general that expressing proofs
of fundamental quantum information results in this language exposes the core nature of
such proofs and ends up simplifying the approach in many situations. Indeed, many of
the original theorems in quantum information have their origin in the study of operator
algebras. In this paper, we generalize the results of [27], pertaining to the approximate
reversibility of quantum channels, from a type-I v. Neumann algebra1 setting to general
v. Neumann algebras (Theorem 2). At the heart of these results is a strengthened version
of the monotonicity [40] of relative entropy (Theorem 1). In the present paper (part I), we
treat the sub-algebra case which involves a simple quantum channel called an inclusion.
In a follow-up paper (part II), we treat the general quantum channel case.
Along the way, we prove two theorems that might be of independent interest. The
first (Theorem 3) concerns the computations of the derivatives of the “sandwiched” and
“Petz” relative Renyi entropies for two nearby states. We call this result a first law
because of its similarity to the first law of black hole thermodynamics in the setting
of AdS/CFT [54, 55]. The second (Theorem 4) pertains to a regularization procedure
for relative entropy that produces states with finite relative entropy and also allows for
continuous extrapolation of relative entropy when removing the regulator. The vectors
that result from this procedure are important here because they lead to extended domains
of holomorphy that allow us to proceed towards the proof of strengthened monotonicity
with a similar argument as in the finite dimensional setting.
We will also discuss an application to the study of the quantum information aspects of
quantum field theory that requires this general v. Neumann algebra setting. In the field
theory context, new results using operator algebra methods have made it possible to make
rigorous statements about the dynamics of interacting theories. For example, we propose
that the quantum null energy condition, a bound on the local energy density (that has
already been proven with other methods [52, 53]), is tightly linked to the strengthened
monotonicity result that we derive in this paper.
Notations and conventions: Calligraphic letters A,M, . . . denote v. Neumann alge-
bras. Calligraphic lettersH ,K , . . . denote more general linear spaces or subsets thereof.
Sa “ tz P C | 0 ă Repzq ă au denotes an open strip, and we often write S “ S1. We
typically use the physicist’s “ket”-notation |ψy for vectors in a Hilbert space. The scalar
product is written
p|ψy, |ψ1yqH “ xψ|ψ1y (1)
and is anti-linear in the first entry. The norm of a vector is sometimes written simply
as }|ψy} “: }ψ}. The action of a linear operator T on a ket is sometimes written as
T |φy “ |Tφy. In this spirit, the norm of a bounded linear operator T on H is written as
}T } “ sup|ψy:}ψ}“1 }Tψ}.
2 Basic definitions and main results
2.1 Tomita-Takesaki theory
Here we outline some elements of v. Neumann algebra theory relevant for this work; for
details, see [10, 39, 37]. A v. Neumann algebra, A, is a subspace of the set of all bounded
1Direct sums of matrix algebras or the algebra of all bounded operators on a separable Hilbert space.
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operators BpH q containing the unit operator 1 that is closed under: products, the star
operation denoted a˚ and limits in the ultra-weak operator topology. States on A are
linear functionals that are positive, ρpa˚aq ě 0, normalized, ρp1q “ 1, and “normal” i.e.,
continuous in the ultra-weak operator topology. The set of normal states is contained in
the “predual” A‹ of A, i.e. the set of all ultra-weakly continuous linear functionals on A.
One defines the support projection piA associated to a state ρ as the smallest projection
pi “ piApρq in A that satisfies ρppiq “ 1. Faithful states by definition have unit support
projection.
We will work with the v. Neumann algebra in a so called standard form, pA,H , J,P6q,
where A acts on the Hilbert space H and where there is an anti-linear, unitary involu-
tion J and a self-dual “natural” cone P6 left invariant by J . The existence and detailed
properties of a normal form are proven in [20]; here we only mention: One has JAJ “ A1
where A1 Ă BpH q, the “commutant”, is the v. Neumann algebra of all bounded operators
on H that commute with A. The natural cone defines a set of vectors in the Hilbert
space that canonically represent states on A via
A‹ Q ρ ÞÑ |ξρ〉 PP6 , ρp¨q “ ωξρp¨q ” 〈ξρ| ¨ |ξρ〉 (2)
and where we use the notation ωψp¨q ” 〈ψ| ¨ |ψ〉 P A‹ for the linear functional on A
induced by a vector ψ PH . The vector in the natural cone representing ωψ will also be
denoted by |ξψy. It is known that it is related to |ψy by a partial isometry v1ψ P A1,
|ξψy “ v1ψ|ψy. (3)
Furthermore, it is known that2 proximity of the state functionals implies that of the
vector representatives in the natural cone and vice versa, in the sense that
}ξφ ´ ξψ} }ξφ ` ξψ} ě }ωφ ´ ωψ} ě }ξφ ´ ξψ}2 (4)
holds.
We now introduce the modular operators that are central to our discussion of relative
entropy [1, 2] and non-commutative Lp-spaces [3]. This is most straightforward if we have
cyclic and separating vector |ηy for A algebra, meaning that ta|ηy : a P Au is dense in
H and that a|ηy “ 0 implies that a “ 0. Then Tomita-Takesaki theory establishes that
one can define an anti-linear, unitary operator J and a positive, self-adjoint operator ∆η
by the relations
J∆1{2η a |η〉 “ a˚ |η〉 , @a P A (5)
∆η is in general unbounded. J can be used in this case to define a standard form, with
P6 given by the closure of taJaJ |ηy : a P Au, but we emphasize that a standard form
exists generally even without a faithful state |ηy. From now on, we regard such a standard
form, hence J , as fixed. We will continue to take η PP6.
We will also need the concept of relative modular operator ∆φ,ψ [1]. In a slight
generalization of the above definitions, let |φy, |ψy P P6. Then there is a non-negative,
self-adjoint operator ∆φ,ψ characterized by
J∆
1{2
φ,ψ pa |ψ〉` |χ〉q “ piApψqa˚ |φ〉 , @ a P A , |χ〉 P p1´ piA1pψqqH (6)
2For the case of matrix algebras, the second inequality is known as the Powers-Störmer inequality.
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The non-zero support of ∆φ,ψ is piApφqpiApψqH , and the functions ∆zφ,ψ are understood
via the functional calculus on this support and are defined as 0 on 1´ piApφqpiApψq. We
can similarly define relative modular operators for vectors outside of the natural cone, for
a detailed discussion of such matters see e.g., [3], app. C. For example, we may use the
well known transformation property of the modular operators ∆u1φ,v1ψ “ v1∆φ,ψv1˚ where
v1, u1 P A1 is a partial isometry (with appropriate initial and final support), to define:
∆φ,ψ ” v1ψ˚∆ξφ,ξψv1ψ , |ψy, |φy PH . (7)
Similarly we can define the relative modular operators for the commutant in direct anal-
ogy. We will often denote it by ∆1φ,ψ.
When |ψy “ |φy we will denote these operators as ∆φ,φ ” ∆φ. This is the non-relative
modular operator already discussed from which we can define modular flow:
ς tφpaq “ ∆itφa∆´itφ P A , (8)
where a P A and we have taken φ to be cyclic and separating. The modular flow can also
be extracted from the relative modular operators:
∆itφ,ψa∆
´it
φ,ψ “ ς tφpaqpiA1pψq (9)
for any ψ PH .
The modular operators satisfy various relations that we need to draw on below and
we simply quote these here (recall that η PP6):
∆´zψ,η “ p∆1η,ψqz , J∆´zξψ ,η “ ∆z¯η,ξψJ , ∆´itψ,ηa∆itη P A (10)
for t P R, z P C and a P A and where these equations make sense when acting on
vectors in appropriate domains – we are more specific about this when we get to use
these equations. The Connes cocycle pDψ : Dφqt is the partial isometry from A defined
by pt P Rq
p∆´itψ,φ∆itφ q “ ∆´itψ,η∆itφ,ηpiA1pφq ” pDψ : Dφq´tpiA1pφq. (11)
According to [1, 2], if piApφq ě piApψq, the relative entropy may be defined as
Spψ|φq “ ´ lim
αÑ0`
xψ|∆αφ,ψψy ´ 1
α
, (12)
otherwise, it is by definition equal to `8. The relative entropy only depends on the
functionals ωψ, ωφ but not on the particular choice of vectors that define them.
2.2 Inclusions of v. Neumann algebras and Petz map
Now consider a v. Neumann subalgebra B of A. It is convenient to take B to be in a
standard form pB,K , JB,P6Bq. In this representation B acts on a (potentially) different
Hilbert space K and to distinguish these representations we define the embedding ι :
B Ñ A as a ˚-isomorphism of v. Neumann algebras from B to the range ιpBq Ă A.
Normal states ρ on B are induced from states on A in the obvious way: ρ|B ” ρ ˝ ι ”
ι`ρ, so ι`pA‹q Ă B‹. We adopt the convention that the corresponding support projection
will be labelled in the following manner:
piBpρq ” piBpρ ˝ ιq , ρ P A‹ (13)
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and we have
piApρq ď ιppiBpρqq, (14)
where for two self-adjoint elements a, b P A we say that a ď b if a ´ b is a non-negative
operator. Given ρ, σ P A‹, we may define the relative entropy SApρ|σq ” Spρ|σq as above,
and we put
SBpρ|σq ” Spρ ˝ ι|σ ˝ ιq. (15)
By monotonicity of the relative entropy [40], we have SApρ|σq ´ SBpρ|σq ě 0.
Given a faithful state σ P A‹, an isometry Vσ : K Ñ H can be naturally defined as
follows [33, 34, 30]:
Vσb
ˇˇ
ξBσ
〉
:“ ιpbq ˇˇξAσ 〉 , b P B , (16)
where we use the notation |ξBσ y for the vector representative of the state σ ˝ ι P B‹ in the
natural cone of the algebra B and |ξAσ y for the vector representative of the state σ P A‹
in the natural cone of the algebra A. As reviewed in Appendix B, this embedding Vσ
commutes with the action of b,
Vσ pb |χ〉q “ ιpbqVσ |χ〉 , χ P K , b P B (17)
and satisfies Vσ˚ ιpbqVσ “ b for all b P B as well as VσpK q “ piKH for some projector
VσVσ˚ ” piK P ιpBq1.
We now recall the concept of approximate sufficiency. First, recall that a linear
mapping α : AÑ B is called “channel” if it is completely positive, ultra-weakly continuous
and αp1q “ 1, see [30].
Definition 1. Following [32, 30] we say that the inclusion B Ă A is -approximately
sufficient for a set of states S Ă A‹, if there exists a fixed channel
α : AÑ B, (18)
called “recovery channel ”, for which the recovered state is close to the original state in
the sense that
}ρ´ ρ ˝ ι ˝ α} ” sup
aPA:}a}ď1
|ρpaq ´ ρ ˝ ι ˝ αpaq| ď , , @ ρ P S . (19)
Here we take all ρ P S to be normalized ρp1q “ 1.
Note that if A Ă B is -sufficient for S , then A Ă B is -sufficient for the closed
convex hull of states convpS q.
We would now like to construct an α that works as a recovery map for a set of states
that are close in relative entropy under restriction to the sub-algebra. We take the relative
entropy to compare to a fixed state σ P A‹. That is, we consider the set
Rpσqδ “ tρ P A‹ : ρp1q “ 1 , ρ ě 0 , SApρ|σq ´ SBpρ|σq ď δu (20)
The required recovery channel is related to the so-called Petz map, which is defined
in the sub-algebra context (and faithful σ) as (see e.g., [30], sec. 8):
ασp¨q “ JBV ˚σ JA p¨q JAVσJB (21)
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It maps operators on H to operators on K , and furthermore
ασpAq Ă B. (22)
As shown in [30], prop. 8.3 this map satisfies the defining properties of a recovery channel
used in def. 1 – in fact, in the subalgebra context considered here it is equal to the
generalized conditional expectation introduced even earlier by [6]. In the non-faithful
case there is a slightly more complicated expression that we will discuss below in lem. 1.
2.3 Main theorems
Given two states ρ, σ P A‹, the fidelity is defined as [41]:
F pσ, ρq ” sup
u1PA1:u1u1˚“1
| 〈ξσ|u1ξρ〉 |. (23)
Some of its properties in our setting are discussed in lem. 3 below.
One of the two main theorems we would like to establish is:
Theorem 1 (Faithful case). Montonicity of relative entropy can be strengthened to
SApρ|σq ´ SBpρ|σq ě ´2
ż 8
´8
lnF pρ, ρ ˝ ι ˝ αtσqpptq dt, (24)
where we assume that ρ, σ are normal, σ is faithful and where αtσ : AÑ B is the rotated
Petz map, defined as
αtσpaq “ ςσ,B´t
´
JBV ˚σ JAς
σ,A
t paqJAVσJB
¯
. (25)
pptq is the normalized probability density defined by
pptq “ pi
coshp2pitq ` 1 . (26)
ςσ,At resp. ς
σ,B
t are the modular flows of σ on A resp. of σ ˝ ι on B.
We may extend this theorem to the case where σ is non-faithful. The basic idea is
contained in the following lemma:
Lemma 1. Consider a sub-algebra ιpBq Ă A, of a general v. Neumann algebra, and a
normal state σ with support projectors piApσq, piBpσq and piA1pσq ” JApiApσqJA, piB1pσq ”
JBpiBpσqJB. Then the following statements hold:
(i) The projected sub-algebras, are (σ-finite) v. Neumann sub-algebras,
ιpipBpiq Ă Api, (27)
Api “ piApσqApiApσqpiA1pσq , Bpi “ piBpσqBpiBpσqpiB1pσq (28)
acting respectively on Hpi “ piApσqpiA1pσqH and Kpi “ piBpσqpiB1pσqK . The pro-
jected inclusion is defined as:
ιpipbq ” Φ´1A ˝ ι ˝ ΦBpbq b P Bpi, (29)
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where we defined the (ultra weakly continuous) *-isomorphism of v. Neumann al-
gebras
ΦB : Bpi Ñ piBpσqBpiBpσq via ΦBpbpiB1pσqq “ b (30a)
ΦA : Api Ñ piApσqApiApσq via ΦApapiA1pσqq “ a. (30b)
The projected algebras are in a standard form. For example the standard form of
Api is pApi,Hpi, JA, pipσqpi1pσqP6q where JA maps the subspace Hpi to itself.
(ii) The relative entropy satisfies
Spρ|σq “ Spρ ˝ Φ|σ ˝ Φq , Spρ ˝ ι|σ ˝ ιq “ Spρ ˝ Φ ˝ ιpi|σ ˝ Φ ˝ ιpiq (31)
for all states such that piApρq ď piApσq, where Φ ” ΦA.
(iii) Consider a channel on the projected algebras:
αpi : Api Ñ Bpi (32)
We can construct a new cannel on the algebras of interest α : AÑ B via:
αpaq ” ΦB ˝ αpi ˝ Φ´1A ppiApσqapiApσqq ` σpaqp1´ piBpσqq. (33)
Then for all ρ P A‹ with piApρq ď piApσq we have:
ρpaq “ ρppiApσqapiApσqq and ρ ˝ ι ˝ αpaq “ ρ ˝ ι ˝ αppiApσqapiApσqq , @a P A
(34)
and
F pρ, ρ ˝ ι ˝ αq “ F pρ ˝ Φ, ρ ˝ ι ˝ α ˝ Φq “ F pρ ˝ Φ, ρ ˝ Φ ˝ ιpi ˝ αpiq (35)
Similarly:
}ρ´ ρ ˝ ι ˝ α} “ }ρ ˝ Φ´ ρ ˝ Φ ˝ ιpi ˝ αpi}. (36)
(iv) The explicit form of the resulting Petz map coming from the inclusion ιpipBpiq Ă Api
is:
αtσpaq ” ΦB
´
ςσ;B´t
´
JBpV pιpiqσ q˚JAςσ,At paqJAV pιpiqσ JB
¯¯
` σpaqp1´ piBpσqq, (37)
where the embedding V pιpiqσ is defined for the projected inclusion as
V pιpiqσ
`
b
ˇˇ
ξBσ
〉˘ “ ιpipbq ˇˇξAσ 〉 , b P Bpi, (38)
and where |ξAσ y and |ξBσ y are now cyclic and separating for Api and Bpi respectively.
Proof. The proof of this lemma uses standard properties of support projectors and is left
to the reader.
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Note that the modular automorphism groups in (37) can be understood as being
associated to the non-cyclic and separating vector |ξAσ y (resp. |ξBσ y) for the original algebra
A (resp. B), which are however defined to project to zero away from the Hpi (resp.
Kpi) subspace. So, for example ςσt“0paq “ piA1pσqpiApσqapiApσq. Similarly V pιpiqσ can be
understood in this way, as being defined on the subspaces Kpi and projecting to zero
away from this subspace via:
V pιpiqσ
`
piBpσqbˇˇξBσ 〉` |ζ〉˘ “ ιppiBpσqqιpbq ˇˇξAσ 〉 , b P B , |ζ〉 P p1´piB1pσqpiBpσqqK (39)
An obvious corollary is:
Corollary 1 (Theorem 1 in the non-faithful case). Theorem 1 continues to hold when σ
is non-faithful but still piApρq ď piApσq. The recovery map is now given by (37).
From this result one can characterize approximately sufficiency using relative entropy:
Theorem 2. Consider a set of normal states S on a general v. Neumann algebra A with
a subalgebra B. If S contains a state σ such that for all ρ P S the following condition
holds:
Spρ|σq ă 8 and SApρ|σq ´ SBpσ|ρq ď δ, (40)
then there exists a universal recovery channel αS such that A Ă B is -approximately
sufficient for S . (Here δ “ ´ lnp1´ 2{4q.)
The explicit form of the recovery map is:
αS : A Q a ÞÑ
ż 8
´8
αtσpaq pptqdt P B, (41)
where αtσ was given in (37). We can make sense of the later integral as a Lebesgue integral
of a weakly measurable function with values in B, thought of as a Banach space.
Remark 1. Less powerful antecedents of thms. 1, 2 can be found in [7, 12, 25, 24, 38, 42].
An example of a set of states that satisfy the assumptions in thm. 2 is simplyS “ Rpσqδ
(20) for any state σ. If we were to additionally assume that A is σ-finite then we could
also pick S to be any closed convex set of states such that
ρ1,2 P S , piApρ1q ď piApρ2q ùñ SApρ1|ρ2q ă 8 and SApρ1|ρ2q ´ SBpρ1|ρ2q ď δ.
(42)
To see this, note that the σ-finite condition imposes that all families of mutual orthogonal
projectors in A are at most countable. This is satisfied for v. Neumann algebras that act
on a separable Hilbert space, and is equivalent to the assumption that there is a faithful
state in A‹. Then (42) is sufficient for finding a σ that works with thm. 2 due to the
following basic result:
Lemma 2. Given a closed convex subset of normal states S Ă A‹ for a σ-finite v.
Neumann algebra A then we can always find a σ P S such that:
piApρq ď piApσq , @ρ P S (43)
Proof. Given in app. A.
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3 Proof of main theorems
Our eventual goal in this section is to prove our main results, thm.s 1 and 2. As discussed
above, without loss of generality we can take σ to be faithful and so we will assume this
from now on.
The proof is divided into several steps. In subsec. 3.1, we first fix some notation
and recall basic facts about the vectors that we are dealing with. In subsec. 3.2, we
introduce the non-commutative Lp-space by Araki and Masuda [3] and explain its – in
principle well-known – relation to the fidelity. We make certain minor modifications to
the standard setup and prove a simple but important intermediate result which we call
a “first law”, thm. 3. In subsec. 3.3, we motivate the definition of certain interpolating
vectors that will be of main interest in the following subsections and in subsec. 3.4
we prove some of their basic properties. Subsec. 3.5 is the most technical section. It
introduces certain regularized (“filtered”) versions of our interpolating vectors and their
properties. Our definition of filtered vectors involves a certain cutoff, P , that is defined in
terms of relative modular operators. A quite general result of independent interest is that
the relative entropy behaves continuously as this cutoff is removed, thm. 5. Armed with
this technology, we can then complete the proofs in subsec. 3.6 using an interpolation
result for Araki-Masuda Lp spaces, lem. 9.
3.1 Isometries Vψ for general states, notation
Since the two states σ, ρ play a central role in thm. 1 we will use a special notation for
the vectors that represent these states in their respective natural cones:
|ηA〉 ”
ˇˇ
ξAσ
〉
, |ηB〉 ”
ˇˇ
ξBσ
〉
, |ψA〉 ”
ˇˇ
ξAρ
〉
, |ψB〉 ”
ˇˇ
ξBρ
〉
(44)
where |ηAy PH p|ηBy P K q are cyclic and separating for A pBq.
We will also choose to label various objects, such as support projectors, and the
modular operators discussed below, for the most part with the vector rather than the
linear functional as we did in Section 2. This will be convenient since we will occasionally
have to work with vectors that do not necessarily live in the natural cone. For example,
given a |χy PH we define:
piA
1pχq ” piA1pω1χq , piApχq ” piApωχq (45)
where ω1χ P A1‹ is the induced linear functional of |χy P H on the commutant. For
vectors |ξy in the natural cone we have a symmetry between the support projectors
piApξq “ JApiApξqJA. We use similar notation for objects associated to the algebras B.
When the only algebra in question is A, we write
pipχq ” piApχq, pi1pχq ” piA1pχq. (46)
We have already recalled that a general vector |χy P H is related to a unique vector
in the natural cone inducing the same linear functional on A. More precisely, there is a
partial isometry in v1χ P A1 such that
|χ〉 “ v1χ˚ |ξχ〉 , v1χv1χ˚ “ piA1pχq , v1χ˚v1χ “ piA1pχq (47)
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Now consider a vector |ψAy “ |ξAψ y PP6A and define a corresponding vector in K using
|ψBy ” ξBψ P P6B. The vector Vη |ψB〉 P H induces the same linear functional on ιpBq as
|ψA〉, where we use exchangeably the notation Vη “ Vσ for the embedding (16). Thus
there exists a partial isometry u1ψ;ηin ιpBq1, with implied initial and final support, relating
the two vectors
Vη |ψB〉 “ u1ψ,η˚ |ψA〉 . (48)
Combining this with (17) we have for b P B
Vηb |ψB〉 “ ιpbqu1ψ,η˚ |ψA〉 . (49)
Since this notation is cumbersome we will simply define a new isometry Vψ : K Ñ H
that is defined with reference to |ψy
Vψ ” u1ψ,ηVη . (50)
It will also be convenient to have Vχ defined for states |χy P H that are not necessarily
in the natural cone. In that case, we extend this definition further:
Vχ ” v1χ˚u1ξχ;ξηVη . (51)
These satisfy
Vχb
ˇˇ
ξBχ
〉 “ ιpbq |χ〉 . (52)
3.2 Lp spaces, fidelity and relative entropy
In this part we introduce various quantum information measures that will be useful to
characterize sufficiency. We have already seen the importance of relative entropy and the
fidelity. What we need are quantities interpolating between them. These will be provided
by the non-commutative Lp norm associated with a v. Neumann algebra, with reference
to a state/vector. There exist different definitions of such norms/spaces in the literature;
here we basically follow the version by Araki and Masuda [3], suitably generalized to
non-faithful states. Such a generalization was considered up to a certain extent by [8],
see also [26] for related work.
Definition 2. [3] Let M be a v. Neumann algebra in standard form acting on a Hilbert
space H . For 1 ď p ď 2 the Araki-Masuda LppM, ψq norms, with reference to a fixed
vector |ψy PH , are defined by3:
}ζ}Mp,ψ “ inf
χPH :}χ}“1,piMpχqěpiMpζq
}∆1{2´1{pχ,ψ ζ} (53)
where the definition above only depends on the functional ωψ but not the choice of vector
representative, |ψy.
3The Araki-Masuda norms were originally defined assuming a faithful normal reference state. For the
most part we will only ever need the definition of the norm (53) for vectors in the Hilbert space, along
with some simple consequences of this variational formula. Thus we will not need the full machinery
developed by [3], except at some crucial steps in the interpolation argument below that we will highlight.
When this is the case we will apply their results for a faithful state and prove that one can extrapolate
to the case at hand.
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Remark 2. 1) The norm is always finite for this range of p. We will use the Lp norms
mostly for the commutant algebra A1 of A. Then,
}ζ}A1p,ψ “
››piApψqζ››A1
p,ψ
, (54)
due to the (possibily) restricted support of the relative modular operator.
2) For 1 ě α ě 1{2, the quantity 1
α´1 ln }η}2α2α,ψ is sometimes called the “sandwiched
Renyi entropy” (between |ηy , |ψy). It is in general different from the “usual” Renyi-Petz
entropy, 1
α´1 lnxψ|∆1´αψ,η ψy. Both quantities, as well as the Lp norms, can be defined or
more general values of the parameters but are not needed here.
When p “ 2, the Lp norm becomes the projected Hilbert space norm:
}ζ}A12,ψ “
››piApψqζ›› . (55)
Taking a derivative at p “ 2 will give the relative entropy comparing ζ with ψ as linear
functionals on A, see below.
At p “ 1 we have the following lemma:
Lemma 3. 1. At p “ 1 the Araki-Masuda norm (53) relative to A1 becomes the fidelity
}φ}1,ψ “ F pωψ, ωφq ” sup
u1PA1:pu1q˚u1“1
| 〈ψ|u1 |φ〉 |, (56)
where ωφ, ωψ P A are the induced linear functionals for |φy , |ψy, respectively.
2. The fidelity may also be written as
F pωψ, ωφq “ sup
x1PA1:}x1}ď1
| 〈ψ|x1 |φ〉 |. (57)
3. It is related to the linear functional norm (Fuchs-van-der-Graff inequalities) by
1´ F pωψ, ωφq ď 1
2
}ωψ ´ ωφ} ď
b
1´ F pωψ, ωφq2. (58)
Proof. While these results are standard, we include the proof in the app. C.1 because
we also treat the non-faithful case for the generalized Araki-Masuda norm in (53) which
has not explicitly appeared elsewhere as far as we are aware. Note that an argument
conditional on other – unproven in the non-faithful case – properties of Araki-Masuda
norms was given in [8].
We will also need the following result that is potentially of independent interest.
Theorem 3 (First Law for Renyi Relative Entropy). Consider a one parameter family
of vectors |ζλy PH for λ ě 0, which are normalized }ζλ} “ 1 and satisfy
lim
λÑ0`
}ζλ ´ ψ}2
λ
“ 0, (59)
where |ψy “ |ζ0y. Then:
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1) The Petz-Renyi relative entropy satisfies:
lim
λÑ0`
1
λ
ln 〈ζλ|∆xpλqψ,ζλ |ζλ〉 “ 0 , 0 ď xpλq ď 1´ , (60)
where  ą 0 and there is no other constraint on xpλq.
2) The sandwiched Renyi relative entropy satisfies:
lim
λÑ0`
1
λ
ln }ζλ}A1ppλq,ψ “ 0 , 1 ď ppλq ď 2, (61)
with no other constraint on how the function ppλq behaves under the limit.
In order to prove this, we first prove the following lemma:
Lemma 4. Given two normalized vectors |ψy , |ζy PH , we have:
1) For compact subsets K of the complex strip t0 ď Rez ă 1u, there exists a constant
CK such that:
0 ď Re `1´ 〈ζ|∆zψ,ζ |ζ〉˘ ď CK }ζ ´ ψ}2 (62)
for all z P K. CK is independent of |ψy , |ζy.
2) We also have for 1 ď p ď 2:
0 ď 1´ 〈ζ|∆2{p´1ψ,ζ |ζ〉 ď 1´
´
}ζ}A1p,ψ
¯2 ď 1´ ´〈ζ|∆1´p{2ψ,ζ |ζ〉¯2{p , (63)
and we have the elementary bound:
1´
´
〈ζ|∆1´p{2ψ,ζ |ζ〉
¯2{p ď 2
p
´
1´ 〈ζ|∆1´p{2ψ,ζ |ζ〉
¯
. (64)
Proof. (1) This is demonstrated by an application of Harnack’s inequality (see e.g. [17],
sec. 2, thm. 11) which applies to any hpzq that is harmonic and non negative in some
connected open set O: for all compact subsets K Ă O there exists a constant 1 ď
CpK,Oq ă 8 such that:
hpzq ď CpK,Oqhpwq , @z, w P K, (65)
where notably this constant is independent of the particular h satisfying the assumptions.
We work with the real part of two holomorphic functions in two strips:
h1pzq “ Rep1´ 〈ψ|∆zψ,ζ |ζ〉q , O1 “ tz P C : ´1{2 ă Repzq ă 1{2u (66a)
h2pzq “ Rep1´ 〈ζ|∆zψ,ζ |ζ〉q , O2 “ tz P C : 0 ă Repzq ă 1u. (66b)
These functions are continuous on the closure of the above strips and they are non-
negative since for normalized vectors | 〈ψ|∆zψ,ζ |ζ〉 |, | 〈ζ|∆zψ,ζ |ζ〉 | ď 1 by an easy applica-
tion of the Hadamard three lines theorem – these facts are standard results of Tomita-
Takesaki theory for the relative modular operators. There is no need for any of the vectors
to be in the natural cone.
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We can thus apply Harnack’s inequality. Using the fact that:
h1p0q “ 1
2
}ψ ´ ζ}2, (67)
and picking the compact subset K1 Ă O1 with 0 P K1 we have:
0 ď h1pzq ď 1
2
CpK1, O1q}ψ ´ ζ}2 @ z P K1. (68)
We have to relate this to h2pzq which is what we are most concerned with. We can relate
the two functions using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality where the two defining strips
overlap, 0 ď Rez ď 1{2:
Re
`´ 〈ζ|∆zψ,ζ |ζ〉` 〈ψ|∆zψ,ζ |ζ〉` 〈ζ| ψ〉´ 1˘ ď ˇˇ`|ζ〉´ |ψ〉 ,∆zψ,ζ |ζ〉´ |ψ〉˘ˇˇ
ď }ζ ´ ψ} `Re `1` 〈ζ|∆z`z¯ψ,ζ |ζ〉´ 2 〈ψ|∆zψ,ζ |ζ〉˘˘1{2
ď }ζ ´ ψ} `Re `2´ 2 〈ψ|∆zψ,ζ |ζ〉˘˘1{2 , (69)
which translates to:
h2pzq ď 1
2
´
}ζ ´ ψ} `a2h1pzq¯2 , (70)
so that
0 ď h2pzq ď 1
2
´
1`aCpK1, O1q¯2 }ψ ´ ζ}2 @ z P K1 XO2. (71)
We can split the compact set K in the statement of the lemma into two compact
pieces K1 “ K X tz P C : 0 ď Rez ď 1{4u and K2 “ K X tz P C : 1{4 ď Rez ď 1u. These
satisfy Ki Ă Oi : i “ 1, 2. Repeatedly applying Harnack’s inequality as above gives the
following upper bound for CK :
1
2
max
#´
1`aCpt0u YK1, O1q¯2 , Cpt14u YK2, O2qˆ1`bCpt0, 14u, O1q˙2
+
, (72)
where it was necessary to add the points t0, 1{4u since they may not have been in the
original K.
(2) This result is basically the well-known Araki-Lieb-Thirring inequality [5], for a
proof in the v. Neumann algebra setting see [8], thm. 12, for Lp norms based on a not
necessarily cyclic and separating vector |ψy.
Proof of Theorem 3. (1) is a consequence of lem. 4 (1): We can take K “ r0, 1´ s which
satisfies the assumptions of this lemma so:
0 ď lim
λÑ0`
´
1´ 〈ζλ|∆xpλqψ,ζλ |ζλ〉
¯
λ
ď lim
λÑ0`
CK
}ζλ ´ ψ}2
λ
“ 0. (73)
Then using differentiability of lnpxq at x “ 1 and the chain rule we show (60).
(2) Here we need lem. 4 (1) with K “ r0, 1{2s. Applying lem. 4 (2):
0 ď lim
λÑ0`
´
1´ }ζλ}A1ppλq,ψ
¯
λ
ď lim
λÑ0`
2
ppλq
´
1´ 〈ζλ|∆1´ppλq{2ψ,ζλ |ζλ〉
¯
ď lim
λÑ0`
2CK
}ζλ ´ ψ}2
λ
“ 0. (74)
Again differentiability of lnpxq at x “ 1 and the chain rule gives (61).
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3.3 Exact recoverability/sufficiency
This section is meant as an informal summary of some of the results given in [33, 34],
defining the exact notion of recoverability or sufficiency. We will focus only on the
properties associated to sufficiency that we make contact with in this paper, and we will
also treat only the case of faithful linear functionals and drop all support projectors here.
By definition, the quantum channel ι : B Ñ A is exactly reversible for at least two
fixed states ρ, σ if there exists a recovery channel α : AÑ B such that:
ρ ˝ ι ˝ αpaq “ ρpaq , @a P A, (75)
and similarly for σ. Since the relative entropy is monotonous [40] under both α, ι, we
must have SApρ, σq “ SBpρ, σq, see (15) for our notation. Representing σ, ρ by vectors in
the natural cone as in (44) and using a standard integral representation of the relative
entropy based on the spectral theorem and the elementary identity px, y ą 0q
ln y ´ lnx “
ż 8
0
ˆ
1
x` β ´
1
y ` β
˙
dβ , (76)
we get that
SApρ|σq ´ SBpρ|σq “
ż 8
0
〈ψB|
ˆ
V ˚ψ
1
β `∆ηA,ψA
Vψ ´ 1
β `∆ηB,ψB
˙
|ψB〉 dβ (77)
vanishes. Known properties of the modular operators imply that the integrand is positive
[33, 34, 30]. Therefore,
V ˚ψ
1
β `∆ηA,ψA
|ψA〉 “ 1
β `∆ηB,ψB
|ψB〉 (78)
for all β ą 0, which can be integrated against a specific kernel that we will not write to
arrive at a statement about the relative modular flow:
V ˚ψ ∆
it
ηA,ψA |ψA〉 “ ∆itηB,ψB |ψB〉 ùñ |ψA〉 “ ∆´itηA,ψAVψ∆itηB,ψB |ψB〉 . (79)
Further manipulations give a derivation that the Petz map is a perfect recovery channel,
although we will not go through this. Here we simply note that it is a reasonable guess at
this point that for the approximate version of recoverability, one must require that |ψA〉
must be close to ∆´itηA,ψAVψ∆
it
ηB,ψB |ψB〉 in some metric. We will use the non-commutative
Araki-Masuda Lp norms to provide such a metric.
3.4 Interpolating vector
Motivated by the above discussion we consider the following vector in H :
|Γψpzq〉 “ ∆zηA,ψAVψ∆´zηB,ψB |ψB〉 , (80)
defined at first for purely imaginary z, and assuming at first that |ψy, |ηy are in the
natural cone (of A), see (44) for our notation.
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Remark 3. The vector defined here is similar in spirit but does not quite coincide with
the interpolating vector considered by [27]. It seems possible to consider other vectors
instead, and we briefly comment on this in app. E.
Our first result will be an analytic continuation of the vector (80) into a strip:
Theorem 4. 1. There is a vector-valued function |Γψpzq〉 that is holomorphic in the
strip S1{2 “ t0 ă Repzq ă 1{2u, weakly continuous in the closure of the strip and
has the following explicit form at the top and bottom edges:
|Γψp1{2` itq〉 “ ∆itηA,ψAJAVηJB∆´itηB,ψB |ψB〉 (81a)
|Γψpitq〉 “ ∆itηA,ψAVψ∆´itηB,ψB |ψB〉 . (81b)
The norm of the vector |Γψpzqy is bounded by 1 everywhere in the closure of S1{2,
and
ˇˇ
Γψp0q
〉 “ |ψA〉.
2. On the top edge of the strip S1{2 this vector induces the the following state on A:
p|Γψp1{2` itq〉 , a` |Γψp1{2` itq〉q ď 〈ψ| ιpαtηpa`qq |ψ〉 “ ωψ ˝ ι ˝ αtηpa`q, (82)
where a` is any non-negative self-adjoint element in A, and where αtη is the rotated
Petz map (25) for the state σ induced by |ηy.
Remark 4. 1) A variant of this theorem holds when |ψy is replaced by a unit vector |χy
that is not necessarily in the natural cone. In this case, we should define
|Γχpzq〉 “ v1χ
ˇˇ
Γξχpzq
〉
(83)
with v1χ as in (47). The limiting values (81b), (81a) at the boundaries of the strip are
then readily computed using (48). In particular, (81b) takes the same form as before as
seen using (51), (52), which also implies
ˇˇ
Γχp0q
〉 “ |χ〉. (82) follows from (7).
2) The proof shows that we would have equality in (2) if piA1pψq “ 1, i.e. if |ψy is
cyclic for A.
Proof. Let us use in this proof the shorthands ∆ηB,ψB “ ∆η,ψ;B and ∆ηA,ψA “ ∆η,ψ;A.
(1) Given an a1 P A1, consider the function:
gpzq “
´
∆
z¯´1{2
η,ψ;Aa
1 |ηA〉 , JAVηJB∆´z`1{2η,ψ;B |ψB〉
¯
, (84)
which using Tomita-Takesaki theory is analytic in the strip S1{2, continuous in the closure,
and bounded by:
|gpzq| ď max
0ďθď1{2
}p∆1η,ψ;Aqθa1ηA} }p∆η,ψ;BqθψB}, (85)
where θ “ Rep1{2´ zq. The maximum is achieved by continuity and compactness of the
interval. This bound is however not uniform over vectors a1 |ηA〉 P H with norm 1. For
this, we need to use the Phragmen-Lindelöff theorem. Our function has the following
form at the edges of the strip pt P Rq:
gp1{2` itq “ pa1 |ηA〉 , |Γψp1{2` itq〉q (86a)
gpitq “ pa1 |ηA〉 , |Γψpitq〉q , (86b)
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where we made use of the expressions/definitions in (81a) and (81b) respectively. The first
equation above is rather trivial but the second equation requires some lines of algebra:
gpitq “
´
∆
´it´1{2
η,ψ;A a
1 |ηA〉 , JAVη∆´itψ,η;BpiBpψq |ηB〉
¯
“
´
∆
´it´1{2
η,ψ;A a
1 |ηA〉 , JAVηb |ηB〉
¯
, b “ ∆´itψ,η;BpiBpψq∆itη;B P B
“
´
∆
´it´1{2
η,ψ;A a
1 |ηA〉 , JAιpbq |ηA〉
¯
“ `∆´itη,ψ;Aa1 |ηA〉 , ιpbq˚ |ψA〉˘
“ `∆´itη,ψ;Aa1 |ηA〉 , Vψb˚ |ψB〉˘ “ `∆´itη,ψ;Aa1 |ηA〉 , Vψ∆´itη,ψ;B |ψB〉˘ , (87)
where in the first line we used (6), in the second we inserted ∆itη;B for free giving rise to
b which is in A from the last equation in (10), we used (16) in the third line after which
we passed ∆´1{2η,ψ;A to the right which is allowed since this vector is now in the domain of
this operator. We used (52) in line four and finally b can be rewritten as:
piB
1pψqb “ ∆´itψ;BpiBpψq∆itη,ψ;B (88)
using (11). This finally leads to (86b). Since both expressions in (81a) and (81b) involve
products of partial isometries we have the following bound on the edges of the strip:
|gpitq|, |gp1{2` itq| ď }a1ηA}, (89)
which then extends inside the strip via the Phragmen-Lindelöf theorem. That theorem
also requires the (weaker) bound we derived in (85) and it applies inside the closure of
the strip. Since A1 |ηA〉 is dense in the Hilbert space we can extend the definition of gpzq
to the full Hilbert space, at which point it is a continuous anti-linear functional on all
vectors, weakly (hence strongly) holomorphic in S1{2. This then defines a vector in H
which is then our definition of (80) on the strip S1{2. The bound on the norm of this
vector follows also from Phragmen-Lindelöf theorem. For the continuity statements we
further need the limit of gpzq, as a1 |η〉 approaches an arbitrary vector, to be uniform in
z. This follows easily from the uniform boundedness of gpzq and the Banach-Steinhaus
principle.
(2) The final property (82) follows from a short calculation:`
JAVηJB∆´itη,ψ;B |ψB〉 ,∆´itη,χ;Aa`∆itη,χ;AJAVηJB∆´itη,ψ;B |χB〉
˘
“
´
JAVηJB∆´itη,ψ;B |ψB〉 , ς tηpa`qpiA1pψqJAVηJB∆´itη,ψ;B |χB〉
¯
“
´
JAVηJB∆´itη,ψ;B |ψB〉 , ς tη;Apa`q1{2piA1pψqς tη;Apa`q1{2JAVηJB∆´itη,ψ;B |ψB〉
¯
ď `|ψB〉 ,∆itη,ψ;BJB `V ˚η JAς tη,Apa`qJAVη˘ JB∆´itη,ψ;B |ψB〉˘
“ `|ψB〉 , αtη;Apa`q |ψB〉˘ “ ωψ ˝ ι ˝ αtηpa`q, (90)
where we used (9) in the second line, the positivity of ς tηpa`q in the third line, the bound
piA
1pψq ď 1 in the fourth line, the fact that Vη˚ A1Vη Ă B1 (see (183)) and again (9) for the
B algebra in the fifth line.
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3.5 Strengthened monotonicity
3.5.1 Basic strategy
We will apply interpolation theory to the vector
ˇˇ
Γψpzq
〉
, following the basic strategy of
[27]. By thm. 4 (2) we get the rotated Petz recovered state on the top of the strip at
z “ 1{2 ` it, so we need to interpolate to the L1pA1, ψq norm there where it becomes
the fidelity by lem. 3 (1). Close to z “ 0 we will need to approach the p “ 2 norm
(the pipψq projected Hilbert space norm) by (55) where we will show that we can extract
the difference in relative entropy. A generalized sum rule, using sub-harmonic analysis,
relates the z “ 0 limit to an integral over the fidelities of the z “ 1{2` it vector.
Extracting the relative entropy difference is the most difficult part of the proof and
requires some modifications to the basic strategy. We proceed by extending the domain of
holomorphy to a larger strip so that we can take derivatives at z “ 0 easily. This requires
defining a class of states with filtered spectrum for the relative modular operator. We
then approach the original state as a limit. After a continuity argument, we show that
this is sufficient to prove a strengthened monotonicity statement for all states with finite
B relative entropy.
3.5.2 Filtering and continuity
Our first task will be to extend |Γψpzqy holomorphically into the larger strip t´1{2 ă
Rez ď 1{2u. This might not be possible for general |ψy, so to make progress we work
with vectors that have approximately bounded spectral support for the relative modular
operator ∆η,ψ. Thus we now introduce a filtering procedure that produces from |ψy a
vector |ψP y with approximately bounded spectral support.
For convenience, we work with |ηy, |ψy PH in the natural cone, and consider a related
vector |ψP y (which is not in the natural cone of A), defined by:
|ψP 〉 “
ż 8
´8
fP ptq∆itη,ψ |ψ〉 dt “ f˜P pln ∆η,ψq |ψ〉 , (91)
where f˜P is the Fourier transform of a certain function fP and provides a kind of damping.
All modular operators and support projections in this subsection refer to A, and since
we only consider one algebra in this subsection, we drop the subscripts to lighten the
notation. Note that ln ∆η,ψ is defined on pi1pψqpipψqH since ∆η,ψ is only invertible there.
Away from this subspace the operator acts as 0.
We take fP to have the following properties, motivated by the desire to prove nice
continuity statements as P Ñ 8. Since we want to think of P as a cutoff, we take fP to
be a scaling function:
fP ptq “ PfptP q, (92)
and now specify properties of fptq. (Note that the Fourier transform satisfies f˜P ppq “
f˜pp{P q.)
Definition 3. We call the function f in (92) a smooth filtering function if it satisfies the
following properties.
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(A) The Fourier transform of f
f˜ppq “
ż 8
´8
e´itpfptqdt (93)
exists as a real and non-negative Schwarz-space function. This implies that the
original function f is Schwarz and has finite L1pRq norm, }f}1 ă 8.
(B) fptq has an analytic continuation to the upper complex half plane such that the
L1pRq norm of the shifted function has }fp¨ ` iθq}1 ă 8 for 0 ă θ ă 8.
Note that the Fourier transform of the shifted function satisfies:
Čfp¨ ` iθqppq “ f˜ppqe´θp. (94)
Examples of such smooth filtering functions include Gaussians as well as the Fourier
transform of smooth functions f˜ with compact support. The norms satisfy:
}f˜P }8 “ }f˜}8 ě f˜p0q , }fP }1 “ }f}1 ě }f˜}8, (95)
where the later inequality is well-known as the Hausdorff-Young inequality.
We now establish some properties of the resulting vector |ψP y:
Lemma 5. The filtered vector |ψP y defined in (91) based on a smooth filtering function
f , has the following properties:
1. limPÑ8 |ψP 〉 “ f˜p0q |ψ〉 strongly.
2. There exists aP P A such that |ψP 〉 “ aP |ψ〉 , and
}aP } ď }f}1, (96)
such that aPpipψq “ aP .
3. The induced linear functional on A1 is dominated by
ω1ψP ď }f}21 ω1ψ, (97)
and pi1pψP q ď pi1pψq.
4. There exists a1P P A1 such that |ψP 〉 “ a1P |η〉 , and }a1P } ď }fp¨ ` iP {2q}1.
5. The induced linear functional on the algebra A is dominated by
ωψP ď }fp¨ ` iP {2q}21 ωη. (98)
We need property (A) of def. 3 for (1-3) and property (B) for (4-5).
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Proof. (1) Letting Eη,ψpdλq be the spectral resolution of ln ∆η,ψ, we have
}ψP ´ f˜p0qψ}2 “
ż
R
´
f˜pλ{P q ´ f˜p0q
¯2
〈ψ|Eη,ψpdλqψ〉 . (99)
We can take the pointwise limit P Ñ 8 using dominated convergence (since f˜ is a
bounded function); this immediately gives the statement.
(2) We insert ∆´itψ pi
1pψq next to |ψy in the first expression of (91) and find
aP “
ż
R
fP ptq∆itη∆´itψ,ηdt. (100)
This is an integral over Connes-cocycles, hence defines an element of A. The operator
norm is bounded by
}aP } ď
ż
R
|fP ptq|}∆itη∆´itψ,η} dt ď
ż
R
|fP ptq| dt “ }fP }1 “ }f}1, (101)
since ∆itη∆
´it
ψ,η are isometries.
(3) We establish this via
〈ψP | a1` |ψP 〉 “ 〈ψ| a1`1{2a˚PaPa1`1{2 |ψ〉 ď }aP }2 〈ψ| a1` |ψ〉 , a1` P A1 , a1` ě 0, (102)
which gives (97) after using the bound (96). The bound on the support projectors follows
since pi1pψP q is the smallest projector pi1 P A1 that satisfies ω1ψP p1´pi1q “ 0. But pi1 “ pi1pψq
satisfies this since 0 ď ω1ψP p1´ pi1pψqq ď }f}21ω1ψp1´ pi1pψqq “ 0.
(4) Note that ∆1{2ψ,η |η〉 “ J |ψy “ |ψy since |ψy is in the natural cone. Then, shifting
the integration contour as is legal by def. 3 (A),
|ψP 〉 “
ż 8
´8
fP ptq∆itη,ψ∆1{2ψ,η |η〉 dt “
ż 8
´8
fP pt` i{2q∆itη,ψ∆´itη |η〉 dt. (103)
Note that ∆itη,ψ∆´itη is a Connes-cocycle for A1, and hence an element of A1. Now define
a1P “
ż 8
´8
fP pt` i{2q∆itη,ψ∆´itη dt P A1. (104)
Since the Connes-cocycle is isometric, the norm of a1P may be bounded by
}a1P } ď
ż 8
´8
|fP pt` i{2q| }∆itη,ψ∆´itη } dt “
ż 8
´8
|fpt` iP {2q| dt “ }fp¨ ` iP {2q}1. (105)
(5) We have 〈ψP | a` |ψP 〉 “ 〈η| a1{2` a1P ˚a1Pa1{2` |η〉 ď }a1P }2 〈η| a` |η〉 , which gives the
statement in view of (4).
We would now like to see how the relative entropy between |ηy, |ψP y behaves in the
limit P Ñ 8. We will find the conditions on f for which the relative entropy converges
to that between |ηy, |ψy as P Ñ 8.
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Theorem 5. Suppose |ψy, |ηy are states on a v. Neumann algebra A, assumed to be in
the natural cone, and suppose |ψP y is given by (91) with scaling function (92) satisfying
property (A) of def. 3 and f˜p0q “ 1. Then:
1. SpψP |ηq ă 8.
2. We have
´ 2 ln p}f}1q ` lim sup
PÑ8
SpψP |ηq ď Spψ|ηq ď lim inf
PÑ8 SpψP |ηq. (106)
3. The relative entropy behaves continuously for P Ñ 8,
lim
PÑ8SpψP |ηq “ Spψ|ηq, (107)
iff the Fourier transform of the scaling function, f˜ptq, is a Gaussian centered at the
origin.
Remark 5. The above statements hold even if Spψ|ηq “ 8 with limits understood as
living on the compactified real line. So for example in this case (106) or (107) implies
that limPÑ8 SpψP |ηq “ 8.
Proof. (1) In view of (97), [2], thm. 3.6, eq. (3.7), applied to the algebra A1, gives:
1
∆1ψP ,η ` β
ě 1}f}21∆1ψ,η ` β
(108)
for all β ą 0.4 The following type of integral representation for the relative entropy is
well-known, see e.g. [30]:
SpψP |ηq “
ż 8
0
〈ψP |
˜
´ 1
∆´1η,ψP ` β
` 1
β ` 1
¸
|ψP 〉 dβ, (109)
and integral converges iff the relative entropy is finite. The bound in (108) can be used
to bound (109) from above due to the first equation in (10) and this gives:
SpψP |ηq ď 2 lnp}f}1q 〈ψP | ψP 〉`
ż 8
0
〈ψP |
˜
´ 1
∆´1η,ψ ` β
` 1
β ` 1
¸
|ψP 〉 dβ
“ 2 lnp}f}1q 〈ψP | ψP 〉´ 〈ψ| ln ∆η,ψ
´
f˜P pln ∆η,ψq
¯2 |ψ〉 . (110)
Using the spectral decomposition of ln ∆η,ψ, we can write
〈ψ| ln ∆η,ψ
´
f˜P pln ∆η,ψq
¯2 |ψ〉 “ ´ ż 8
´8
p
´
f˜pp{P q
¯2
〈ψ|Eη,ψpdpq |ψ〉 . (111)
4When applying [2], thm. 3.6, eq. (3.7) to the commutant A1 using (6), where one switches AØ A1
as well as any support projectors pi Ø pi1. Note further that [2], thm. 3.6 refers to the natural cone
but the specific representative of the linear functional does not affect the modular operators above since
∆1ξ1ψP ,η
“ ∆1ψP ,η using the notation (47) (now for the commutant).
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This integral converges because pf˜pp{P q2 is uniformly bounded, by the Schwartz con-
dition in def. 3 (A). Thus the right hand side of (110) is finite and so we have shown
(1).
(2) Let us continue by first assuming that Spψ|ηq ă 8. Strong convergence of ψP ,
lem. 5 (1), guarantees that limP 〈ψP | ψP 〉 “ 1 since f˜p0q “ 1. Now the integral on the
right hand side of (111) can be split into two parts:
lim
PÑ8
ż ˘8
0
|p|
´
f˜pp{P q
¯2
〈ψ|Eη,ψpdpq |ψ〉 “
ż ˘8
0
|p| 〈ψ|Eη,ψpdpq |ψ〉 , (112)
where we have applied the dominated convergence theorem to each term using the facts
that f˜P ppq is bounded and that the relative entropy is finite. Taking the lim sup on both
sides of (110) gives the first inequality in (106). Lower semi-continuity of relative entropy
[2] gives the second inequality.
If instead Spψ|ηq “ 8, then we find from lower semi-continuity:
lim sup
PÑ8
SpψP |ηq ě lim inf
PÑ8 SpψP |ηq “ 8, (113)
thus the limit must exist on the extended positive real line where it is infinite. This shows
(2).
(3) Note that }f}1 ě }f˜}8 ě f˜p0q “ 1 so we get the continuity in (107) iff the
Hausdorff-Young inequality is saturated and f˜p0q “ }f˜}8. It was shown by Lieb [28]
that the only functions that saturate the Hausdorff-Young bound are in fact Gaussians.
The condition f˜p0q “ }f˜}8 then simply means the Gaussian f˜ must be centered at the
origin.
3.5.3 Updated interpolating vector
We now consider again our interpolating vector (80). With the intention to extend the
domain of holomorphy, we consider the filtered states |ψP y instead of |ψy. Although |ψP y
is not in the natural cone, we can still define
ˇˇ
ΓψP pzq
〉
in view of rem. 4 (1). This will
however by itself not be sufficient: It turns out that we also have to apply a projector ΠΛ
to our vectors, so we consider
ΠΛ
ˇˇ
ΓψP pzq
〉
, ΠΛ ”
ż Λ
´Λ
EψP pdλq, (114)
where EψP pdλq is the spectral decomposition of ln ∆ψP , so that limΛÑ8 ΠΛ “ pipψP qpi1pψP q
in the strong sense. We intend to send the regulators Λ, P Ñ 8, and in that process we
will tune f˜p0q to maintain } |ψP 〉 } “ 1, and require (A) and (B) of def. 3. With those
changes in place, we claim the following updated version of thm. 4.
Lemma 6. 1. The vector valued function z ÞÑ ΠΛ
ˇˇ
ΓψP pzq
〉
can be continued analyti-
cally to the extended strip ´1{2 ă Rez ă 1{2. It is bounded and weakly continuous
in the closure.
2. Its norm is bounded above by 1 in the closed upper half strip t0 ď Rez ď 1{2u and
we have the following estimate in the lower half strip t´1{2 ď Rez ď 0u:››ΠΛΓψP pzq›› ď `}fp¨ ` iP {2q}1eΛ{2˘´2Rez . (115)
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3. We have
d
dz
`
ΠΛ
ˇˇ
ΓψP pz¯q
〉
,ΠΛ
ˇˇ
ΓψP pzq
〉˘ ˇˇˇˇ
z“0
“ 2 d
dz
〈
ψP
ˇˇ
ΓψP pzq
〉ˇˇˇˇ
z“0
(116a)
“ ´2 pSApψP |ηq ´ SBpψP |ηqq . (116b)
Proof. In order for the proof to run in parallel with that of thm. 4, we consider instead of
|ψP y the corresponding vector |ξψP y in the natural cone of A. By rem. 4 (1), and transfor-
mation formulas such as ∆zψP “ v1ψP ˚∆zξψP v1ψP (which give corresponding transformation
formulas for ΠΛ), we find that ΠΛ,ψP
ˇˇ
ΓψP pzq
〉 “ v1ψPΠΛ,ξψP ˇˇΓξψP pzq〉. The partial isome-
try v1ψP is evidently of no consequence for the claims made in this lemma. By abuse of
notation, we can assume without loss of generality for the rest of this proof that |ψP y is
in the natural cone.
(1) Then, as in the proof of thm. 4, we also use the shorthand ∆ηB,ψP B “ ∆η,ψP ;B etc.
With these notations understood, let us write out
ΠΛ
ˇˇ
ΓψP pzq
〉 “ `ΠΛ∆zψP A˘ `∆´zψP A∆zη,ψP ;A˘VψP∆´zη,ψP ;B ˇˇψP B〉, (117)
which is initially defined only for purely imaginary z. We now consider the bracketed
operator above: ∆´zψP∆
z
η,ψP
. It is well known that the majorization condition (98) ensures
that this operator has an analytic continuation to the strip ´1{2 ă Rez ă 0. For
completeness we give this argument here using a similar approach as in the proof of
thm. 4.
Thus, we define, dropping temporarily the subscript A as all quantities refer to this
algebra:
Gpzq “ `c˚ ˇˇψP〉` |ζ〉 ,∆´zψP∆zη,ψP d1ˇˇη〉˘ “ `∆´z¯ψP c˚ ˇˇψP〉,∆zη,ψP d1 |η〉˘ , (118)
where: c P A, d1 P A1 and |ζ〉 P p1´pi1pψP qqH . This function is holomorphic in the lower
strip t´1{2 ă Rez ă 0u and is continuous in the closure due to Tomita-Takesaki theory.
As in the proof of thm. 4 we can easily derive an upper bound on |Gpzq| that is not uniform
with c, d1. We can then improve this to a uniform bound using the Phragmén-Lindelöf
theorem by checking the top and bottom edges of the strip. At the top we have:
|Gpitq| ď ››c˚ ˇˇψP〉›› }d1 |η〉} , (119)
and at the bottom we need the following calculation:
Gp´1{2` itq “
´
∆itψP∆
1{2
ψP
c˚
ˇˇ
ψP
〉
,∆itη,ψP∆
´1{2
η,ψP
d1 |η〉
¯
“
´
∆itψP∆
1{2
ψP
c˚
ˇˇ
ψP
〉
,∆itη,ψP Jd
1˚J∆´itψP
ˇˇ
ψP
〉¯
“
´
∆itψP∆
1{2
ψP
c˚
ˇˇ
ψP
〉
,∆itη Jd
1˚J∆´itψP ,η
ˇˇ
ψP
〉¯
“ `∆itψP c˚ ˇˇψP〉, J `∆itη Jd1˚J∆´itψP ,η˘˚ J ˇˇψP〉˘
“ `∆itψP c˚ ˇˇψP〉,∆itη,ψP d1∆itη ˇˇψP〉˘ . (120)
Consequently,
|Gp´1{2` itq| ď ››pipψP qc˚ ˇˇψP〉››››pi1pψP qd1∆itη ˇˇψP〉›› ď ››c˚ ˇˇψP〉››››ς 1tηpd1qˇˇψP〉››
ď }fp¨ ` iP q}1
››c˚ ˇˇψP〉›› ›››ς 1tηpd1qˇˇη〉››› “ }fp¨ ` iP q}1››c˚ ˇˇψP〉›› ››d1ˇˇη〉›› (121)
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where in the first line we dropped the support projectors and defined modular flow on A1,
ς 1tηpd1q “ ∆´itη d1∆itη . In the second line we finally used the majorization condition (98) that
is true for these filtered states. These bounds at the edges of the strip, and the weaker
bound derived earlier, can be extended into the full strip such that Gpzq}fp¨ ` iP q}2z1 is
holomorphic and bounded by 1 everywhere for ´1{2 ď Repzq ď 0. Since c˚ ˇˇψP〉 ` |ζ〉
and d1
ˇˇ
η
〉
for all c P A and d1 P A1 are dense, we can extend the definition of the operator
∆´zψP∆
z
η,ψP
to the entire Hilbert space where it remains bounded,
}∆´zψP∆zη,ψP } ď }fp¨ ` iP q}´2Rez1 . (122)
Since the limit on Gpzq as c˚ ˇˇψP〉 and d1ˇˇη〉 approaches two general vectors in the Hilbert
space and is uniform in z, we get the same continuity statement for ∆´zψP∆
z
η,ψP
in the
weak operator topology. We also get holomorphy for this operator in the interior of
the strip. Note that since ∆´zψP∆
z
η,ψP
“ pDψP : Dηq´izpi1pψP q for the Connes-cocycle
pDψP : Dηq´iz P A holds along z “ it for real t, it continues to take this form in the
lower strip.
Now let us turn to the first bracketed operator in (117), ΠΛ∆zψP , which is a holo-
morphic operator (and thus continuous in the strong operator topology) in the entire
strip due to the projection on a bounded support of the spectrum of ln ∆ψP . In fact, the
operator norm satisfies }ΠΛ∆zψP } ď e´ΛRez for Rez ď 0. Finally we analyze the following
vector appearing in (117), ∆´zη,ψP ;B
ˇˇ
ψP B
〉
which is holomorphic in t´1{2 ă Rez ă 0u and
strongly continuous in the closure of this region due to Tomita-Takesaki theory. This
vector is also norm bounded by 1.
At this stage, we can combine the above holomorphy statements in (117) showing that
this vector is analytic in the lower strip t´1{2 ă Rez ă 0u. For the continuity statement
in z, note that an operator that is uniformly bounded and continuous in the weak operator
topology such as ∆´zψP ,η∆
z
η, acting on a strongly continuous vector ∆
´z
η,ψP ;B
ˇˇ
ψP B
〉
gives a
weakly continuous vector. Similarly, an operator that is continuous in the strong operator
topology ΠΛ∆zψP acting on a weakly continuous vector – the output of the last statement
– gives a weakly continuous vector.
Now we use the vector-valued edge of the wedge theorem (see e.g. [23], app. A), in
conjunction with thm. 4, which already establishes an analytic extension to the upper
strip 0 ă Rez ă 1{2. We thereby extend ΠΛ
ˇˇ
ΓψP pzq
〉
holomorphically to the full strip
´1{2 ă Rez ă 1{2.
(2) The bound (115) follows by combining the operator norm bounds above.
(3) Holomorphy at z “ 0 allows us to take the derivative in (116a) on the bra and
ket separately and it is easy to see that they give the same contribution. The equality in
(116a) also relies on ΠΛ
ˇˇ
ψP
〉 “ ˇˇψP〉. The second line (116b) follows by working with the
right hand side of in (116a) and taking the derivative as a limit along z “ it for t Ñ 0.
This gives:
lim
tÑ0
`〈
ψP A
ˇˇ
∆itη,ψP ;AVψP∆
´it
η,ψP ;B
ˇˇ
ψP B
〉´ 1˘ {pitq
“ lim
tÑ0
`〈
ψP A
ˇˇ
∆itη,ψP ;A
ˇˇ
ψP A
〉´ 1˘ {pitq ` lim
tÑ0
`〈
ψP B
ˇˇ
∆´itη,ψP ;B
ˇˇ
ψP B
〉´ 1˘ {pitq
“ ´ SApψP |ηq ` SBpψP |ηq, (123)
where the later limits can be shown to exist when the ψP relative entropies are finite, as
is indeed the case by thm. 5 (1), see [30], thm. 5.7. The first equality in (123) can be
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shown more explicitly by subtracting the two sides and observing that this is an inner
product on two vectors. After applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, one again uses
the finiteness of ψP relative entropy, by thm. 5 (1), to show that this difference vanishes
in the limit:
lim
tÑ0
ˇˇ`
∆´itη,ψP ;A
ˇˇ
ψP A
〉´ ˇˇψP A〉, VψP∆´itη,ψP ;B ˇˇψP B〉´ ˇˇψP A〉˘ˇˇ2
t2
ď lim
tÑ0
2Re
`
1´ 〈ψP Aˇˇ∆itη,ψP ;AˇˇψP A〉˘
t
2Re
`
1´ 〈pψPB ˇˇ∆´itη,ψP ;B ˇˇψP B〉˘
t
“ 0. (124)
3.5.4 Lp norms of updated interpolating vector
We now study Lp norms of the updated interpolating vector (114) and its limits as
P,Λ Ñ 8, z Ñ 0 and pÑ 1 or pÑ 2. First we consider p “ 1.
Lemma 7. 1. The L1pA1, ψP q-norm of (114) for z “ 1{2` it satifsfies:
lim
ΛÑ8 }ΠΛΓψP p1{2` itq}
A1
1,ψP
“ }ΓψP p1{2` itq}A
1
1,ψP
ď F pωψP , ωψP ˝ ι ˝ αtηq (125)
where αtη is the rotated Petz map defined in (25).
2. We have
lim
PÑ8F pωψP , ωψP ˝ ι ˝ α
t
ηq “ F pωψ, ωψ ˝ ι ˝ αtηq (126)
Proof. (1) For the first equality, we need an appropriate continuity property of the L1-
norm which is provided in lem. 11, app. C.2. It shows that strong convergence of the
vectors implies the convergence of the L1 norm. For the limit Λ Ñ 8, this follows from the
strong convergence of ΠΛ to pi1pψP qpipψP q. In fact, we can drop these support projectors
because by definition pi1pψP q
ˇˇ
ΓψP pzq
〉 “ ˇˇΓψP pzq〉 and also because the Lp norms satisfy
(54).
Next, lem. 3 (1) gives }ΓψP p1{2` itq}A
1
1,ψP
“ F pωψP , ωΓtq, where we use the shorthand
|Γty ” |ΓψP p1{2` itqy. Now we use the majorization condition on ωΓt (82), in conjunction
with the concavity of the fidelity [41]:
F pωψP , ωψP ˝ ι ˝ αtηq “ F pωψP , ωΓt ` pωψP ˝ ι ˝ αtη ´ ωΓtqq
ě F pωψP , ωΓtq ` F pωψP , pωψP ˝ ι ˝ αtη ´ ωΓtqq
ě F pωψP , ωΓtq (127)
This completes the proof of (1).
(2) We use the fact that, where the fidelity F pωψP , ωψP ˝ ι ˝ αtηq is concerned, we can
pick another vector that gives the same linear functional. We can replace:
F pωψP , ωψP ˝ ι ˝ αtηq “
››∆itη;AJAVηJB∆´itη;BψPB››A11,ψP . (128)
Then, in view of lem. 11, app. C.2, we only need establish the strong convergence ofˇˇ
ψP B
〉
and of
ˇˇ
ψP A
〉
as P Ñ 8, and this follows by combining lem. 5 (1) and eq. (4)
[remembering the notations (44)].
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Next, we consider simultaneously approaching p “ 2 and z “ 0.
Lemma 8. We have
lim
θÑ0
1
θ
ln }ΠΛΓψP pθq}A
1
pθ,ψP
“ lim
θÑ0
1
2θ
ln pΠΛ |ΓψP pθq〉 ,ΠΛ |ΓψP pθq〉q (129)
“ ´pSApψP |ηq ´ SBpψP |ηqq
with pθ “ 2{p1` 2θq.
Proof. Define the normalized vector
|ζθ〉 ” ΠΛ
ˇˇ
ΓψP pθq
〉
}ΠΛΓψP pθq}
. (130)
We can then use lem. 6, (116a) to show that:
lim
θÑ0`
}ζθ ´ ψP }2
θ
“ 0. (131)
So we can apply the “first law” (61) for the Lp norms in lem. 3 to |ζθy, to conclude
lim
θÑ0`
1
θ
ln }ζθ}A1pθ,ψP “ 0, (132)
since pθ “ 2{p1` 2θq satisfies the assumptions of lem. 3. The Lp norms are homogenous
so we can pull out the normalization:
lim
θÑ0`
1
θ
ln }ΠΛΓψP pθq}A1pθ,ψP “ limθÑ0`
1
θ
ln }ΠΛΓψP pθq}, (133)
and this gives the desired answer after applying (116a) again.
The last ingredient that we will need is an interpolation theorem for the Araki-Masuda
Lp norms on a v. Neumann algebra:
Lemma 9. Let |Gpzqy be a H -valued holomorphic function on the strip S1{2 “ t0 ă
Rez ă 1{2u that is uniformly bounded in the closure, |ψy P H a possibly non-faithful
state of a sigma-finite v. Neumann algebra M in standard form acting on H . Then, for
0 ă θ ă 1{2,
1
pθ
“ 1´ 2θ
p0
` 2θ
p1
(134)
with p0, p1 P r1, 2s, we have
ln }Gpθq}Mpθ,ψ (135)
ď
ż 8
´8
dt
´
p1´ 2θqαθptq ln }Gpitq}Mp0,ψ ` p2θqβθptq ln }Gp1{2` itq}Mp1,ψ
¯
,
where
αθptq “ sinp2piθqp1´ 2θqpcoshp2pitq ´ cosp2piθqq , βθptq “
sinp2piθq
2θpcoshp2pitq ` cosp2piθqq . (136)
Proof. See app. D. In the commutative setting this is closely related to the Stein inter-
polation theorem [36]. In the non-commutative setting, a proof appears for type I factors
and the usual non-commutative Schatten Lp norms in [27]. We will make sure that it
works in the setting of the Araki-Masuda Lp norms defined in (53) with reference to a
possibly non-faithful state.
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3.6 Proof of Theorems 1 and 2
We close out this long section by combining the above auxiliary results into proofs of the
main theorems.
Proof of Theorem 1. Given the two normal states ρ, σ we consider as above representers
|ψy, |ηy in the natural cone. From this we construct the filtered vector |ψP y as in (91).
We then apply lem. 9 with p1 “ 2, p0 “ 1, M “ A1, |Gpzqy “ ΠΛ
ˇˇ
ΓψP pzq
〉
and use that
the L2 norm is actually the (projected) Hilbert space norm, see eq. (55), so
}ΠΛΓψP pitq}A
1
2,ψP
“ }ΠΛΓψP pitq} ď 1. (137)
Taking the limit θ Ñ 0` with the aid of lem. 8 we have:
SApψP |ηq ´ SBpψP |ηq ě ´2 lim
ΛÑ8
ż 8
´8
β0ptq ln }ΠΛΓψP p1{2` itq}A
1
1,ψP
dt
“ ´2
ż 8
´8
β0ptq ln }ΓψP p1{2` itq}A
1
1,ψP
dt
ě ´2
ż 8
´8
β0ptq lnF
`
ωψP , ωψP ˝ ι ˝ αtη
˘
dt, (138)
where the limit exits due to lem. 7 (1) and where we have used the monotonicity of ln.
Taking the limit P Ñ 8 we get in view of lem. 7 (2), thm. 5 (3) for a Gaussian filtering
function satisfying (A) and (B) of def. 3 and lower semi-continuity of the B relative
entropy that
SApψ|ηq ´ SBpψ|ηq ě ´2
ż 8
´8
β0ptq lnF
`
ωψ, ωψ ˝ ι ˝ αtη
˘
dt. (139)
We can then re-write the answer in terms of the original states ρ, σ and we arrive at (24).
(Recall that we are using αtη “ αtσ interchangeably.)
Thm. 1 forms the basis of the next proof:
Proof of Theorem 2. Since all states ρi P S have finite relative entropy with respect to
σ P S we learn that pipρiq ď pipσq. This implies, via lem. 1, (in particular (36)) that
if ιpipBpiq Ă Api is -approximately sufficient for Spi then ιpBq Ă A is -approximately
sufficient for S . Here
Spi “ tρ ˝ Φ P pApiq‹ : ρ P S u, (140)
and we have used (30b). The recovery channel αS is derived from the recovery channel
for ιpipBpiq Ă Api. This later recovery channel αSpi then pertains to the “faithful” version
of this theorem, and is derived from Theorem 1, as we will show below. In this way we
can proceed by simply assuming that σ is faithful for A, now without loss of generality.
In particular we may take (41) to be determined by the faithful Petz map in (25).
In the faithful case we first check that the map (41) is indeed a recovery channel. This
follows since αtσ are recovery channels for each t P R ( generalizing the results in [31] to
non-zero t) and so the weighted t integral is also clearly unital and completely positive.
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We now check the continuity property of (41). The integral is rigorously defined as
follows. For all a P A the function t ÞÑ αtσpaq is continuous in t in the ultra-weak topology
(thus Lebesgue measurable) and bounded on R. So
B‹ Q ρ ÞÑ
ż
R
pptqρpαtσpaqqdt P C (141)
gives a continuous linear functional and thus defines an element in B (the continuous dual
of the predual) that we call αS paq. Continuity in the linear functional norm follows from
the convergence of the following integral:ż
R
pptq}αtσpaq} dt ď }a}. (142)
This also guarantees that the resulting operator αS paq “
ş
R pptqαtσpaqdt is a bounded
operator:
}αS paq} “ sup
ρPA‹
| şR pptqρpαtσpaqqdt|
}ρ} ď
ż
R
pptq}αtσpaq}dt ď }a}. (143)
We need to check the ultraweak continuity of a ÞÑ αS paq. For all ρ P B‹ we define the
integral ż
R
pptqρ ˝ αtσ dt (144)
in much the same way as above, as a Lebesgue integral on continuous functions valued in
A‹. That is, the evaluation of this expression on a P A defines an ultraweakly continuous
functional on A. This follows since the sequenceż
R
pptqρ ˝ αtσpanqdt (145)
converges to the integral of the pointwise limit by the dominated convergence theorem,
as pptq|ρ ˝ αtσpaq| ď pptq}ρ}}a} is integrable. Putting all the pieces together we find that
a ÞÑ αS paq “
ż 8
´8
pptqαtηpaq dt (146)
is ultraweakly continuous, since for all ρ P B‹,
ρ
ˆż
R
pptqαtσpan ´ aq
˙
dt ”
ż
R
pptqρpαtσpan ´ aqqdt “
ż
R
pptqρ ˝ αtσpan ´ aqdt (147)
converges to zero whenever an Ñ a ultraweakly.
The proof is then completed by rewriting thm. 1 using the concavity of fidelity. For
this, we require a version of Jensen’s inequality for the convex functional σ ÞÑ F pρ, σq on
normal states on A with respect to the measure pptqdt. This would give usż
R
F pρ, ρ ˝ ι ˝ αtσqpptqdt ď F
ˆ
ρ,
ż
R
ρ ˝ ι ˝ αtσ pptqdt
˙
(148)
where ρ is a state in A‹. Then thm. 1 becomes:
´ 2 lnF pρ, ρ ˝ ι ˝ αS q ď SApρ|σq ´ SBpρ|σq, (149)
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which implies that B is -approximately sufficient as claimed by the theorem.
We are not aware of a proof for Jensen’s inequality for convex functionals of a Banach
space valued random variable that would apply straight away to the case considered
here. In particular, it is not evident that the integrals in question can be approximated
by Riemann sums in the general case, as was done in [27]. So we now demonstrate (148)
by a more explicit argument using the detailed structure of the fidelity.
Consider the Hilbert space Y “ L2pR;H ; pptqdtq – H b¯L2pR; pptqdtq of strongly
measurable square integrable functions valued inH . Vectors |Υy in this space are (equiv-
alence classes of) functions t ÞÑ |Υty. Y is evidently a module for A. We denote this
v. Neumann algebra by Ab 1 since it acts trivially in the second L2 tensor factor of Y .
Now define the fidelity as:
FAb1pΨ,Υq “ sup
Y 1PpAb1q1 , }Y 1}ď1
|〈Ψ|Y 1 |Υ〉| . (150)
We next formulate a lemma that will allow us to complete the proof.
Lemma 10. Let |Υ〉 , |Ψ〉 P Y induce linear functionals on Ab 1 such that
〈Υ| a` b 1 |Υ〉 ď σpa`q, 〈Ψ| a` b 1 |Ψ〉 ď ρpa`q. (151)
where a` is an arbitrary non-negative element in A and σ, ρ states on A. Then if
|Υt〉 , |Ψt〉 are strongly continuous then F pΥt,Ψtq is continuous, and we have
F pσ, ρq ě
ż
R
F pΥt,Ψtqpptqdt. (152)
Proof. If |Υt〉 , |Ψt〉 are strongly continuous then F pΥt,Ψtq is continuous in t by (221),
and since the fidelity is the L1 norm, see app. C.
The idea is now to construct a suitable family of elements y1t P A1. This family
should be chosen at the same time so as to satisfy: (i) }y1t} ď 1, (ii) t ÞÑ y1t is strongly
continuous, (iii) in the sup definition of the fidelity, (57) we are suitably close to saturating
the supremum in the sense that F pΥt,Ψtq is approximately |xΥt|y1tΨty|. Then (ii) implies
that y1t|Ψty is weakly measurable and thus strongly measurable by the Pettis measurability
theorem, see e.g. [35], thm. 3.1.1.5 By (i) we then see that the map y1t|Ψty is in the Hilbert
space Y because boundedness y1t clearly implies that it is square integrable. (ii) holds
for instance if the function y1t is continuous in the norm topology, and we will attempt to
choose it in this way. Then y1t, as a function, will define an element Y in pA b 1q1 that
can be used in the variational principle (150). We must therefore have, using concavity
of the fidelity in the same manner as in (127),
F pσ, ρq ě FAb1pΨ,Υq ě
ˇˇˇˇż
R
xΥt|y1t|Ψtypptqdt
ˇˇˇˇ
, (153)
using the variational principle (150) to obtain the last inequality, and using that the
fidelity only depends on functionals in the first. The evident strategy is now to make
our choice (iii) of of the function y1t in such a way that the right side is close to the right
5This theorem applies even without assuming H to be separable since the image ty1t|Ψty : t P Ru is
a separable open subset of H , in the norm topology, by strong continuity.
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side of (152), while being continuous in the operator norm topology and while satisfying
}y1t} ă 1, so that (i) and (ii) hold as discussed.
To this end, consider the open unit ball in A1 in the norm topology, A11 ” tx1 P A1 :
}x1} ă 1u. For all t we define next a subset X 1t Ă A11 by
X 1t ” A11 X tx1 P A1 : |〈Ψt|x1 |Υt〉´ F pΨt,Υtq| ă u. (154)
This set is open in the norm topology because the second set on the right hand side of
(154) is open in the weak operator topology and so it is open in the norm topology, too.
It is non empty since we know that in the sup definition of fidelity it is sufficient to take
}x1} ă 1 and still achieve F pΨt,Υtq.
We will be interested in the norm closures X 1t . What we then need to do is select
a function from this set y1t P X 1t that varies continuously in the operator norm. This
problem can be solved by the Michael selection theorem [29]. Indeed, we can consider
the mapping t P RÑ X 1t P 2A1 as a map from the paracompact space R to subsets of A1
thought of as a the Banach space (with the operator norm). If it can be shown that the
sets X 1t are nonempty closed and convex and that this map is “lower hemicontinuous”,
then by the Micheal selection theorem, there is a continuous selection y1t P X 1t as we
require.
We have seen that the sets are closed and nonempty. Convexity follows from
|〈Ψ| p1x11 ` p2x12 |Υ〉´ F pp1 ` p2q| ď p1 |〈Ψ|x11 |Υ〉´ F | ` p2 |〈Ψ|x12 |Υ〉´ F |
}p1x11 ` p2x12} ď p1}x11} ` p2}x12} (155)
where the first equation is schematic but is hopefully clear, and where p1, p2 ě 0, p1`p2 “
1. This implies that X 1t is convex and hence its closure is also convex.
Lower hemicontinuity at some point t is the property that for any open set V Ă A1
that intersects X 1t there exists a δ such that X 1t1 X V ‰ H for all |t´ t1| ă δ. We see this
for the case at hand as follows. Take V satisfying the assumption, and note that V X X 1t
is also non empty. Pick a y1 P V X X 1t . There exists an 1 ă  such that:
|〈Ψt| y1 |Υt〉´ F pΨt,Υtq| ă 1 ă . (156)
Then, by the strong continuity of |Υt〉 resp. |Ψty and continuity of F pΨt,Υtq, we see that
this condition is stable: Given ´ 1 ą 0 there does indeed exist a δ such that
|〈Ψt1 | y1 |Υt1〉´ F pΨt1 ,Υt1q| ă  , @|t´ t1| ă δ (157)
which implies that y1 P V X X 1t1 Ă V X X 1t1 as required.
From Michael’s theorem we therefore get the desired norm continuous y1t satisfying
|xΨt|y1t|Υty ´ F pΨt,Υtq| ď  (158)
for all t. Using that the fidelity is real and (153) and that  can be made arbitrarily small
then readily implies the lemma.
We now use this lemma with |Υty :“ |Γψpi{2`tqy, which is weakly continuous by thm.
4 (1). Actually, it is even strongly continuous since it is given by the product of bounded
operators and ∆itη;A,∆itη;B, which are strongly continuous as they are 1-parameter groups
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of unitaries generated by a self-adjoint operator by Stone’s theorem, see e.g. [16], sec.
5.3. We also take |Ψty “ |ψy, which is obviously strongly continuous as it is just constant.
Then |Υy induces a state dominated by ρ ˝ ι ˝ αS , by thm. 4 (2), and |Ψy induces ρ by
definition, and |Υty induces ρ ˝ ι ˝ αtσ. We thereby arrive at the concavity result (148),
and this concludes the proof of thm. 2.
4 Examples
Here we illustrate our method and results in two representative examples.
4.1 Example: finite type-I algebras
To compare our method to that of [27] in the subalgebra case, we work out our inter-
polating vector (80) in the matrix algebra case. Thus let A “ MnpCq and B “ MmpCq,
C “ B1 X A, embedded as the subalgebra b ÞÑ ιpbq “ b b 1C where n “ m ˆ k and
these integers label the size of the matrices. We will work in the standard Hilbert space
(H »MnpCq » Cn˚bCn) and identify state functionals such as σ with density matrices.
So for example σA PMnpCq, and we assume for simplicity that this has full rank (faithful
state).
H »MnpCq is both a left and right module for A,
lpm1q |m2〉 “ |m1m2〉 rpm1q |m2〉 “ |m2m1〉 , (159)
and the inner product on H is the Hilbert-Schmidt inner product. The natural cone
of A is defined to be the subset of positive semi-definite matrices in H . The modular
conjugation and relative modular operators (of A) associated with this natural cone are:
J
ˇˇ
m
〉 “ ˇˇm˚〉 ∆η,ψ “ lpσAqrpρ´1A q, (160)
where we invert the density matrix ρA on its support. The natural cone vectors correspond
to the unique positive square root of the corresponding density matrix, now thought of
as pure states in the standard Hilbert space. So |ψAy “
ˇˇ
ρ
1{2
A
〉
and |ψBy “
ˇˇ
ρ
1{2
B
〉
. The
embedding is:
Vη “ rpσ1{2A qT ˚rpσ´1{2B q , T ˚pmBq “ mB b 1C (161)
Using these replacements it is easy to compute our interpolating vector (80) |Γψpzqy by
starting with the expression in (81a)
|Γψpzq〉 “
ˇˇˇ
σzApσ´zB ρzB b 1Cqρ1{2´zA
〉
(162)
and
∆
1{2´z
ψ |Γψpzq〉 “
ˇˇˇ
ρ
1{2´z
A σ
z
Apσ´zB ρzB b 1Cq
〉
. (163)
The LppA1, ψq norms can be computed using the well known correspondence between
these norms and the sandwiched relative entropy discussed in [8]. This gives:
}|Γψpθq〉}A1p,ψ “
´
tr
ˇˇˇ
ρ
1{p´1{2
A Γψpθq
ˇˇˇp¯1{p “ ´tr ˇˇˇρθAσθApσ´θB ρθB b 1Cqρ1{2´θA ˇˇˇpθ¯1{pθ , (164)
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where in the last equation we set p “ pθ and used 1{pθ´1{2 “ θ, and where |ψy “ | ρ1{2A 〉.
Similarly, we have›››∆1{2´θψ |Γψpθq〉›››A1
pθ,ψ
“
´
tr
ˇˇˇ
ρ
1{2
A σ
θ
Apσ´θB ρθB b 1Cq
ˇˇˇpθ¯1{pθ
(165)
and we recognize this later expression as [27], eq. (25) with α there given by pθ{2.
4.2 Example: half-sided modular inclusions
Half-sided modular inclusions were introduced in [43, 44] and consist of the following
data: An inclusion B Ă A of v. Neumann algebras acting on a common Hilbert space
H , containing a common cyclic and separating vector |ηy. Furthermore, for t ě 0, it
is required that ∆itη,AB∆´itη,A Ă B, hence the terminology “half-sided.” This situation is
common for light ray algebras in chiral CFTs, where |ηy is the vacuum.
Wiesbrock’s theorem [43, 44] is the result that for any half-sided modular inclusion,
there exists a 1-parameter unitary group Upsq, s P R with self-adjoint, non-negative
generator which can be normalized so that
∆´itη,A∆
it
η,B “ Upe2pit ´ 1q (166)
for t P R. Furthermore, the unitaries ∆itη,A, Upsq fulfill the Borchers commutation relations
[9] and in particular B “ Up1qAUp1q˚, JAUpsqJA “ Up´sq. For any a ą 0, the inclusion
Aa “ UpaqAUpaq˚ Ă A is then also half sided modular.
For a half-sided modular inclusion, the embedding is trivial, Vη “ 1. Using this
information, one can easily show that in the case of the half-sided modular inclusions
Aa “ UpaqAUpaq˚ Ă A, the rotated Petz recovery channel, denoted here as αta : B Ñ A
to emphasize the dependence on a, is:
αtηpxq ” Upap1` e´2pitqq˚xUpap1` e´2pitqq. (167)
Thm. 1 therefore gives the following corollary, conjectured in [14], after a change of
integration variable.
Corollary 2. Let B Ă A be a half-sided modular inclusion with respect to the reference
vector |ηy, so B “ Aa “ UpaqAUpaq˚. Then we have
1
a
rSApωψ|ωηq ´ SAapωψ|ωηqs ě
ż 8
a
lnF pωψ, UpyqωψUpyq˚q2 dy
y2
. (168)
For a half-sided modular inclusion, Vψ “ u1ψ;η P B1 [from (51)] is the partial isometry
that takes |ψAy in the natural cone P6A (defined w.r.t. |ηy) to the state representer in
P6B (also defined w.r.t. |ηy). The interpolation vector (80) thereby becomes in the case
of half sided modular inclusions
|Γψpzq〉 “ ∆zηA,ψA∆´zηB,ψB |ψ〉 . (169)
The vector (169) is similar to a vector studied in [14] in order to prove the quantum null
energy condition (QNEC). Based on this and some preliminary calculations we speculate
here that the QNEC can be understood in terms of the strengthened monotonicity result
in Theorem 1.
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Conjecture 1. The limit a Ñ 0 of thm. 1 in the case of a half-sided modular inclusion
Aa “ UpaqAUpaq˚ Ă A leads to a saturation of the bound:
lim
aÑ0
2
a
ż 8
´8
lnF pρ, ρ ˝ αtaqpptqdt “ ddaSAapρ|σq
ˇˇˇˇ
a“0
. (170)
This is a more refined version of a conjecture appearing in [14]. A corollary to this
conjecture, if proven, would be a new proof of the QNEC since the recovery channel is
translationally invariant so applying the same result to a further translated null cut one
can use monotonicity of the fidelity to prove that d
da
SAapρ|σq is monotonic in a as required
by the QNEC.
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A Proof of lemma 2
Proof. We apply Zorn’s lemma. Consider the following set of projectors:
ΠS “ tpipρiq ´ pipρjq : ρi,j P S , pipρjq ď pipρiqu (171)
where the later condition requires a proper subset. These differences are still projectors
since ppipρiq ´ pipρjqq2 “ pipρiq ´ pipρjq by the inclusion condition which implies that
pipρjqpipρiq “ pipρiq.
If ΠS is the empty set then it must be the case that pipρiq “ pipρjq for all ρi,j P S ,
since otherwise we could use convexity to show a contradiction:
pi
´ρi ` ρj
2
¯
´ pipρiq P ΠS . (172)
So in this case (43) is trivial.
We may thus assume from now on that ΠS is non-empty. By Zorn’s lemma we can
pick a maximal family of mutually orthogonal projectors from ΠS , where family means a
subset of ΠS , and maximal means that there are no other orthogonal families of projectors
that are strictly larger under the order of inclusion. Call the maximal family qmax. By
the σ-finite condition, it is a countable family
qmax “ tpipρinq ´ pipρjnq : n “ 1, 2 . . .u. (173)
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Given qmax we define:
σ “
8ÿ
n“1
2´nρin (174)
The infinite sum converges in the linear functional norm and so by convexity and closed-
ness of S we find that σ P S . The support projector for this state satisfies:
pipσqH “
8à
n“1
pipρinqH (175)
(understood as a direct sum in the norm topology.) By the maximality condition we can
show (43). To see this, suppose that this is not true for some ρk then:
Bσ Ă pi
´σ ` ρk
2
¯
´ pipσq P ΠS and
´
pi
´σ ` ρk
2
¯
´ pipσq
¯
K ppipρinq ´ pipρjnqq (176)
for all n. This contradicts the maximality of qmax, which is absurd.
B Isometric embedding
We work with σ P A‹ faithful which implies that σ ˝ ι P B‹ is faithful. Thus the
corresponding vectors |ξAσ y, |ξBσ y in the natural cones are cyclic and separating. By a
trivial calculation, one sees that Vσ defined in (16) is a norm-preserving (densely defined)
map from K to H . So the map extends to the full Hilbert space as an isometric
embedding Vσ˚ Vσ “ 1K . A similar argument shows that:
VσV
˚
σ “ piK P BpH q (177)
where this equation applies on the subspace of H that is generated by B:
ιpBq |ξAσ 〉 “ piKH ” piB1pσqH (178)
In other words, |ξAσ y is not cyclic for ιpBq and piB1pσq defines the associated support
projector for the commutant algebra.
The embedding satisfies:
Vσb |χ〉 “ bVσ |χ〉 , χ P K , b P B (179)
since we can approximate any |χ〉 “ limn cn
ˇˇ
ξBσ
〉 P K for suitable cn P B, and take the
limit on both sides of:
Vσbcn
ˇˇ
ξBσ
〉 “ ιpbcnq |ξσ〉 “ ιpbqιpcnq |ξσ〉 “ ιpbqVσcnˇˇξBσ 〉. (180)
Thus,
〈χ1|V ˚σ ιpbqVσ |χ2〉 “ 〈χ1|V ˚σ Vσb |χ2〉 “ 〈χ1| b |χ2〉 (181)
for all vectors |χ1,2y P K , or:
V ˚σ ιpBqVσ “ B. (182)
The commutant satisfies:
V ˚σ A1Vσ Ă B1 (183)
which can be verified via a short calculation for a1 P A1 and b P B:
rV ˚σ a1Vσ, bs “ rV ˚σ a1Vσ, V ˚σ ιpbqVσs “ V ˚σ rpiK a1piK , ιpbqsVσ “ 0 (184)
where we used the fact that piK P ιpBq1 and A1 Ă ιpBq1.
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C Fidelity
C.1 Proof of Lemma 3 (Fidelity and the Araki-Masuda norm)
Proof. (1) In this proof, all L1 norms are taken relative to the commutant A1 as in
}φ}1,ψ “ inf
χPH :}χ}“1,pi1pχqěpi1pφq
}p∆1χ,ψq´1{2φ}, (185)
from (53), and we want to relate this to the fidelity,
F pωψ, ωφq “ sup
x1PA1:}x}ď1
| 〈ψ|x1 |φ〉 | (186)
where φ, ψ are normalized vectors. This relation is proven in [3], lem. 5.3 for a cyclic
and separating vector |ψy. We will now remove this condition. The linear functional that
appears in (186) A1 can be written using a polar decomposition
〈ψ| ¨ |φ〉 “ 〈ξ| ¨ u1 |ξ〉 (187)
for some ξ in the natural cone and a partial isometry u1 with initial support pu1q˚u1 “ pi1pξq.
This polar decomposition has the property that the largest projector in A1 that satisfies
〈ξ|x1p1u1 |ξ〉 “ 0 for all x1 is p1 “ 1´ pi1pu1ξq “ 1´ u1pu1q˚.6 Thus:
〈ψ|x1p1´ u1pu1q˚q |φ〉 “ 0 , @x1 P A1 (188)
and since A1 |ψ〉 “ pipψqH we derive that the final support projector satisfies:
p1´ u1pu1q˚q |φ〉 P p1´ pipψqqH (189)
Consider
ppx1q˚ |ψ〉 , pu1q˚ |φ〉q “ p|ξ〉 , pi1pψqx1pi1pξq |ξ〉q “ p|ξ〉 , pi1pψqx1 |ξ〉q
“ `Jp∆1ξ,ψq1{2 |ψ〉 , Jp∆1ξ,ψq1{2px1q˚ |ψ〉˘
“ `p∆1ξ,ψq1{2px1q˚ |ψ〉 , p∆1ξ,ψq1{2 |ψ〉˘ (190)
where in the second line we used (6) and in the third we used the anti-unitarity of J .
The above relation can be rewritten as:
ppx1q˚ |ψ〉` |ζ〉 , pipψqpu1q˚ |φ〉q “ `p∆1ξ,ψq1{2ppx1q˚ |ψ〉` |ζ〉q, p∆1ξ,ψq1{2 |ψ〉˘ (191)
where we have freely added ζ P p1 ´ pipψqpi1pξqqH since pipψqpu1q˚ |φ〉 is in the subspace
pipψqpi1pξqH , and this subspace is also the support of ∆1ξ,ψ. Now since the vector on the
left of (191) is dense: pi1pξqA |ψ〉` p1´ pipψqpi1pξqqH “H we learn that p∆1ξ,ψq1{2 |ψ〉 is
in the domain of p∆1ξ,ψq1{2 and
∆1ξ,ψ |ψ〉 “ pipψqpu1q˚ |φ〉 , (192)
6Proof: Certainly 1´u1pu1q˚ satisfies this. Suppose p1 is larger and still satisfies this. Pick x1 “ pu1q˚,
then 〈ξ| pu1q˚p1u1 |ξ〉 “ 0, but then p1 ď 1 ´ pi1pu1ξq which is a contradiction. Note that the largest
projector in A1 that satisfies 〈ξ| p1x1u1 |ξ〉 “ 0 for all x1 is p1 “ 1´ pi1pξq “ 1´ pu1q˚u1.
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so that
u1∆1ξ,ψ |ψ〉 “ pipψqu1pu1q˚ |φ〉 “ pipψq |φ〉 , (193)
where we used (189). The next step is to show that
}φ}1,ψ “ }pipψqφ}1,ψ “ }u1∆1ξ,ψψ}1,ψ “ }ξ}2, (194)
which implies that
}φ}1,ψ “ sup
x1PA1:}x1}ď1
| 〈ξ|x1 |ξ〉 | “ sup
x1PA1:}x1}ď1
| 〈ψ|x1 |φ〉 | “ F pωψ, ωφq. (195)
This is what we wanted to derive.
The later equality in (194) is fairly standard, but for completeness we go through this.
Without loss of generality we take χ in (185) such that u1∆1ξ,ψ |ψ〉 is in the domain of
p∆1χ,ψq´1{2 and also such that pi1pχq ě pi1pu1∆1ξ,ψ |ψ〉q “ pi1pu1ξq and } |χ〉 } “ 1. We would
like to use the following result that we will justify later (for now the reader should feel
free to verify this for type-I algebras with density matrices):
p∆1χ,ψq´1{2u1∆1ξ,ψ |ψ〉 “ p∆1χ,ξq´1{2u1 |ξ〉 “ p∆1χ,ξq´1jpu1q˚ |χ〉 (196)
where jpu1q “ Ju1J and all the domains in the above equation are appropriate. Now
apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality:
}ξ}2 “ }pi1pχqu1ξ}2 “ }∆1{2ξ,χjpu1q˚χ}2 “ 〈χ| jpu1qp∆1χ,ξq´1jpu1q˚ |χ〉 (197)
ď }p∆1χ,ξq´1jpu1q˚χ}}jpu1q˚χ} ď }p∆1χ,ψq´1{2u1∆1ξ,ψψ}. (198)
Taking the infimum over all such χ we find that:
}ξ}2 ď }u1∆1ξ,ψψ}1,ψ “ }φ}1,ψ. (199)
The other inequality is found since the optimal vector in the infimum is |χ〉 “ u1 |ξ〉 {} |ξ〉 }
where (196) becomes:
p∆1χ,ψq´1{2u1∆1ξ,ψ |ψ〉 “ u1 |ξ〉 }ξ} (200)
which implies that:
}φ}1,ψ “ }u1∆1ξ,ψψ}1,ψ ě }ξ}2 (201)
and this establishes equality. We now only need to prove (196). To do this we will
analytically continue the equation:
p∆1χ,ψq´zu1p∆1ξ,ψqz |ξ〉 “ pipψqp∆1χ,ξq´zu1p∆1ξ,ξqz |ξ〉 “ pipψqp∆1χ,ξq´zu1 |ξ〉 (202)
away from z “ is for s real. We simply take an inner product with a dense set of vectors
a |χ〉` |ζ〉 where a P A and |ζ〉 P p1´ pi1pχqqH :`p∆1χ,ψq´z¯pa |χ〉` |ζ〉q, u1p∆1ξ,ψqz |ξ〉˘ “ `p∆1χ,ξq´z¯pipψqpa |χ〉` |ζ〉q, u1 |ξ〉˘ (203)
since we know that |ξ〉 is in the domain of p∆1ξ,ψq1{2 (since we established that |ψ〉 is in
the domain of ∆1ξ,ψ) it is clear that we can analytically continue the two functions above
into the strip 0 ă Rez ă 1{2 with continuity in the closure (using standard results in
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Tomita-Takesaki theory.) Agreement along z “ is implies agreement in the full strip.
Setting z “ 1{2 we have a uniform bound (with }a |χ〉 } ď 1) on the left hand side since
we started with the assumption that the left hand side of (196) exists. On the right hand
side this establishes the fact that u1 |ξ〉 is in the domain p∆1χ,ξq´1{2 and the first equality
in (196). The second equality in (196) is immediate.
We have thus finished the proof that (185) and (186) are equal.
(2) Our next task is to show that it is sufficient to vary over unitaries in (186) and
relate this to (56). Note that for a bounded operator we have the polar decomposition
x1 “ u1p1 where u1 is unitary and }p1} ď 1. Such a self adjoint operator can always be
written as pv1 ` pv1q˚q{2 where v1 “ p1 ` ia1´ pp1q2. So:
x1 “ 1
2
u1v1 ` 1
2
u1pv1q˚ “ 1
2
w1 ` 1
2
y1 (204)
for unitaries w1, y1 P A1. Then | 〈ψ|x1 |φ〉 | ď 1
2
p| 〈ψ|w1 |φ〉 | ` | 〈ψ| y1 |φ〉 |q. Thus
| 〈ψ|x1 |φ〉 | ď sup
u1PA1:u1pu1q˚“1
| 〈ψ|u1 |φ〉 | (205)
since the right hand side is larger than both terms with w1 and y1 above. Taking the sup
over the left hand side:
sup
u1PA1:u1pu1q˚ď1
| 〈ψ|u1 |φ〉 | ď sup
x1PA1:}x1}ď1
| 〈ψ|x1 |φ〉 | ď sup
u1PA1:u1pu1q˚“1
| 〈ψ|u1 |φ〉 | (206)
where the first inequalities is because the set of unitaries is a subset of operators bounded
by 1. This implies equality and we see that the L1 norm is equivalent to the Uhlmann
fidelity of two linear functionals:
F pωψ, ωφq “ }φ}1,ψ , ωψ “ 〈ψ| ¨ |ψ〉 , ωφ “ 〈φ| ¨ |φ〉 P A‹. (207)
Thus it is clear the fidelity is independent of the vector representation. We take the
norms of φ, ψ to be 1.
(3) Finally, we want to relate the fidelity to the norm of the linear functional difference:
}ωψ ´ ωφ} ” sup
xPA;}x}ď1
|ωψpxq ´ ωφpxq| (208)
Since A Ă BpH q:
}ωψ ´ ωφ} ď sup
xPBpH q;}x}ď1
| 〈ψ|x |ψ〉´ 〈φ| pu1q˚xu1 |φ〉 | “ 2
b
1´ ˇˇ〈ψˇˇu1φ〉ˇˇ2 (209)
We calculate the last equality as follows. The two normalized vectors ψ, u1φ live in a two
dimensional subspace, which without loss of generality can be chosen as:
|ψ〉 “ cospθ{2q |0〉` sinpθ{2q |1〉 , u1 ˇˇφ〉 “ eiϕpsinpθ{2q |0〉` cospθ{2q |1〉q (210)
where
〈
ψ
ˇˇ
u1φ
〉 “ eiϕ sinpθq. We can then take x to be an operator in this subspace. Note
that:
|ψ〉 〈ψ| ´ ˇˇu1φ〉〈u1φˇˇ “ cos θσ3 (211)
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such that the maximum is achieved for x “ σ3 “ diagp1,´1q which has an operator norm
of 1. So the norm of this linear functional is 2 cos θ, giving the last equality in (209).
Taking the inf over u1 in (209), we have:
}ωψ ´ ωφ} ď 2
b
1´ F pωψ, ωφq2. (212)
In the other direction we can pick φ and ψ to live in the natural cone without loss of
generality, and then we have }ωψ ´ ωφ} ě | |φ〉 ´ |ψ〉 |2 “ 2p1 ´ 〈ψ| φ〉q where the later
quantity is real since both vectors are in the cone. We use the inequality (63) for p “ 1
that we reproduce here:
}φ}1,ψ ě 〈φ| p∆1ψ,φq1{2 |φ〉 “ 〈φ| ψ〉 , (213)
so
1
2
}ωψ ´ ωφ} ě 1´ F pωψ, ωφq (214)
Altogether, we have
1´ F pωψ, ωφq ď 1
2
}ωψ ´ ωφ} ď
b
1´ F pωψ, ωφq2. (215)
Note that the fidelity lies between 0 and 1 and:
0 ď }ωψ ´ ωφ} ď 2 (216)
where equality is achieved on the left iff the two linear functionals are the same and on
the right if the support of the two linear functionals are orthogonal. We can see this as
follows. Note that for }x} ď 1:
|ωψpxq| ď }x}ωψp1q ď 1 (217)
so that |ωψpxq ´ ωφpxq| lies between 0 and 2. Equality is achieved for x “ pipψq ´ pipφq
with orthogonal support.
C.2 Proof of Lemma 11 (Continuity of fidelity)
In this section, all L1 norms refer to the commutant algebra A1, as in (lem. 3):
}ψ}1,φ “ F pωψ, ωφq ” sup
u1PA1
|〈ψ|u1 |φ〉| , (218)
where the supremum is over partial isometries u1.
Lemma 11. For a v. Neumann algebra A in standard form acting on a Hilbert space
H and any |ψiy , |φiy PH ,ˇˇˇ
}ψ1}1,φ1 ´ }ψ2}1,φ2
ˇˇˇ
ď }φ1 ´ φ2} ` }ψ1 ´ ψ2} . (219)
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Proof. The variational expression (218) immediately allows one to deduce the triangle
inequality for the L1-norms. Note that:
sup
u1PA1
|〈ψ1|u1 |ψ2〉| ď sup
uPBpH q
|〈ψ1|u |ψ2〉| “ }ψ1} }ψ2} , (220)
and that }ψ}1,φ “ }φ}1,ψ are further trivial consequences of the variational definition. For
normalized vectors ψ1, ψ2, φ1, φ2 we derive for the L1-norms relative to A1:ˇˇˇ
}ψ1}1,φ1 ´ }ψ2}1,φ2
ˇˇˇ
ď
ˇˇˇ
}ψ1}1,φ1 ´ }ψ1}1,φ2
ˇˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇ
}ψ1}1,φ2 ´ }ψ2}1,φ2
ˇˇˇ
ď }φ1 ´ φ2}1,ψ1 ` }ψ1 ´ ψ2}1,φ2 ď }φ1 ´ φ2} ` }ψ1 ´ ψ2} (221)
where to go to the second line we used the reverse triangle inequality twice, and in the
last step we used (220).
D Proof of lemma 9 (Hirschman’s improvement)
Proof. (1) First assume that ωψ is faithful and we may assume |ψy PP6M by invariance
of the Lp-norms. Then |ψy is cyclic and separating and the standard theory developed in
[3] applies. We use the notation S1{2 “ t0 ă Rez ă 1{2u.
Denote the dual of a Hölder index p by p1, defined so that 1{p ` 1{p1 “ 1. [3] have
shown that the non-commutative LppM, ψq-norm of a vector |ζy relative to |ψy can be
characterized by (dropping the superscript on the norm)
}ζ}p,ψ “ supt|xζ|ζ 1y| : }ζ 1}p1,ψ ď 1u. (222)
They have furthermore shown that when p1 ě 2, any vector |ζ 1y P Lp1pM, ψq has a unique
generalized polar decomposition, i.e. can be written in the form |ζ 1y “ u∆1{p1φ,ψ |ψy, where
u is a unitary or partial isometry from M. Furthermore, they show that }ζ 1}p1,ψ “ }φ}p1 .
We may thus choose a u and a normalized |φy, so that
}Gpθq}ppθq,ψ “ xu∆1{ppθq1φ,ψ ψ|Gpθqy, (223)
perhaps up to a small error which we can let go zero in the end. Now we define pθ as in
the statement, so that
1
p1θ
“ 1´ 2θ
p10
` 2θ
p11
, (224)
and we define an auxiliary function fpzq by
fpzq “ xu∆2z¯{p11`p1´2z¯q{p10φ,ψ ψ|Gpzqy, (225)
noting that
fpθq “ }Gpθq}pθ,ψ (226)
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by construction. By Tomita-Takesaki-theory, fpzq is holomorphic in S1{2. For the values
at the boundary of the strip S1{2, we estimate
|fpitq| “ |xu∆´2itp1{p11´1{p10qφ,ψ ∆1{p
1
0
φ,ψ ψ|Gpitqy|
ď }u∆´2itp1{p11´1{p10qφ,ψ ∆1{p
1
0
φ,ψ ψ}p10,ψ}Gpitq}p0,ψ
ď }∆´2itp1{p11´1{p10qφ,ψ ∆1{p
1
0
φ,ψ ψ}p10,ψ}Gpitq}p0,ψ
ď }φ}p10}Gpitq}p0,ψ
ď }Gpitq}p0,ψ.
(227)
Here we used the version of Hölder’s inequality proved by [3], we used }a˚ζ}p10,ψ ď
}a}}ζ}p10,ψ for any a P A, see [3], lem. 4.4, and we used }∆´2itp1{p
1
1´1{p10q
φ,ψ ∆
1{p10
φ,ψ ψ}p10,ψ ď }φ}p
1
0
which we prove momentarily. A similar chain of inequalities also gives
|fp1{2` itq| ď }Gp1{2` itq}p1,ψ. (228)
To prove the remaining claim, let |ζ 1y “ ∆zφ,ψ|ψy and z “ 1{p1` 2it. Then we have, using
the variational characterization by [3] of the Lp1pM, ψq-norm when p1 ě 2:
}ζ 1}p1,ψ “ sup
}χ}“1
}∆1{2´1{p1χ,ψ ∆zφ,ψψ}
“ sup
}χ}“1
}∆1{2´1{p1´2itχ,ψ ∆1{p
1`2it
φ,ψ ψ}
“ sup
}χ}“1
}∆1{2´1{p1χ,ψ pDχ : Dφq2tpiMpφq∆1{p
1
φ,ψψ}
ď sup
}χ}“1,aPA,}a}“1
}∆1{2´1{p1χ,ψ a∆1{p
1
φ,ψψ}
ď sup
aPA,}a}“1
}a∆1{p1φ,ψψ}p1,ψ.
(229)
Using [3], lem. 4.4, we continue this estimation as
ď sup
aPA,}a}“1
}a}}∆1{p1φ,ψψ}p1,ψ “ }φ}p1 , (230)
which gives the desired result.
Next, we use the Hirschman improvement of the Hadamard three lines theorem [22,
18].
Lemma 12. Let gpzq be holomorphic on the strip S1{2, continuous and uniformly bounded
at the boundary of S1{2. Then for θ P p0, 1{2q,
ln |gpθq| ď
ż 8
´8
`
βθptq ln |gp1` itq|2θ ` αθptq ln |gpitq|1´2θ
˘
dt, (231)
where αθptq, βθptq are as in lem. 9.
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Applying this to g “ f gives the statement of the theorem.
(2) Let us now extend this result to the case where ρ “ ωψ is not faithful. We employ
the following common trick where we use case (1) above for the modified functional
ρ ” p1´ qρ` σ, (232)
where σ is any faithful normal state, which exists since M is assumed to be sigma-finite.
Then ρ in (232) with 0 ă  ă 1 is now a faithful state. We take the unique cyclic and
separating vector representative in the natural cone and denote it as |ψy.
Lemma 13. For 1 ď p ď 2 and ρ the family of states (232), we have limÑ0` }ζ}p,ψ “
}ζ}p,ψ.
Proof. Since ρ{p1 ´ q ą ρ, it follows that ∆ψ,χ ě p1 ´ q∆ψ,χ. Therefore, by standard
properties of the modular operator, ∆´1χ,ψ ě p1 ´ q∆´1χ,ψ. By Löwner’s theorem [21]
applied to the operator monotone (for 1 ď p ď 2) function fpxq “ x1{p´1{2, we have
∆
1{2´1{p
χ,ψ
ě p1´ q1{p´1{2 ∆1{2´1{pχ,ψ . (233)
Taking the infimum on (233) gives
}ζ}p,ψ ď inf
χPH :}χ}“1,pipχqěpipζq
ζPDp∆1{2´1{pχ,ψ q
}∆1{2´1{pχ,ψ ζ} ď p1´ q1´2{p }ζ}p,ψ . (234)
The first inequality holds because the domain restriction gives a smaller class of states
over which one takes the infimum and the second inequality is (233). We therefore obtain
}ζ}2p,ψ ´ }ζ}2p,ψ ď Opq. (235)
Now we use a variational characterization of the Lp-norms proven in paper II, prop. 1,
for 1 ď p ď 2.
}ζ}2p,ψ “ ´sinp2pi{pqpi infx:R`ÑM1
ż 8
0
r}xptqζ}2 ` t´1FM1pyptqω1ζyptq˚, ω1ψq2st´2{p1dt, (236)
where yptq “ 1 ´ xptq, the infimum is taken over all step functions x : R` Ñ M1 with
finite range such that xptq “ 1 for t P r0, cs for some c ą 0, and xptq “ 0 for sufficiently
large t. We also use the notation pxωx˚qpbq “ ωpx˚axq. For any fixed δ ą 0 a step
function may be chosen so that the infimum is achieved up to δ. It follows that, with
this choice,
}ζ}2p,ψ ´ }ζ}2p,ψ
ď δ ´ sinp2pi{pq
pi
ż 8
c
rFM1pyptqω1ζyptq˚, ρq2 ´ FM1pyptqω1ζyptq˚, ρq2st´1´2{p1dt
ď δ ` 2 sincp2pi{p1q c´2{p1
ˆ
sup
těc
}yptqζ}2
˙
}ρ´ ρ}1{2 ď δ `Op1{2q,
(237)
using the continuity of the fidelity, lem. 11 together with }ψ ´ ψ} ď }ρ ´ ρ}1{2 from
(4) in the second step, and using (232) in the third step. If we chose  so small that the
-dependent terms in (235), (237) are each less than δ, we get | }ζ}2p,ψ ´ }ζ}2p,ψ| ă 2δ.
Therefore, since δ ą 0 can be arbitrarily small, the lemma is proven.
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Using this lemma in conjunction with [3], lem. 6 (2) gives }ζ}p,ψ ď }ζ}. Then, since|Gpzqy is assumed to be bounded in the Hilbert space norm, we have }Gpzq}p,ψ ď C inside
the closed strip t0 ď Rez ď 1u. Now taking the limit  Ñ 0 of case (1) for the vector
|ψy using the lemma and the dominated convergence theorem to take the limit under
the integral in (135) concludes the proof of (2).
E An alternative strategy for proving thm. 1
It is conceivable that our approach based on the vector (80) can be modified by choosing
other interpolating vectors, and this may lead to new insights relating the argument to
somewhat different entropic quantities. Here we sketch an approach which seems to avoid
the use of Lp-norms, thus leading potentially to a substantial simplification. To this end,
we consider now a vector
|Ξψpz, φqy “ ∆zψ,ξ;B∆´zη,ξ;B∆zη,φ;A |ψy , (238)
similar to vectors considered in [13]. Here, |ξy is some vector such that piB1pξq Ą piB1pψq,
and where in this appendix we find it more convenient to think of B as defined on the
same Hilbert space as A. The vector (238) does not depend on the precise choice of |ξy
(but on the vector |ηy in the natural cone of A, although we suppress this).
(238) is defined a priori only for imaginary z. But if we consider the set of states
majorizing |ψy, defined as C pψ,A1q “ t|φy P H : }a1ψ} ď cφ}a1φ} @a1 P A1u, then
for |φy in this dense linear subspace of H , it has an analytic continuation to the half
strip S1{2 “ t0 ă Rez ă 1{2u that is weakly continuous on the boundary. This can be
demonstrated by the same type of argument as in [13], prop. 2.5, making repeated use
of the following lemma by [13], lem. 2.1:
Lemma 14. Suppose |Gpzqy is a vector valued analytic function for z P S1{2, and A
is a self-adjoint positive operator. Then Az|Gpzqy is an analytic function of z P S1{2 if
}AzGpzq} is bounded on the boundary of S1{2.
For example, we may write ∆zη,φ;A |ψy “ ∆zη,φ;A∆´zψ,φ;A∆zψ,φ;A∆´zψ;A |ψy, at first for imag-
inary z “ it. Using the relations (10), (11), u1pzq “ ∆zψ,φ;A∆´zψ;A “ pDψ : Dψq˚´ iz¯;A1 is
a Connes-cocycle for A1. The condition |φy P C pψ,A1q ensures that it has an analytic
continuation from z “ it to S1{2, as an element of A1 that is strongly continuous on the
boundary of S1{2 – this is standard and a proof proceeds as that of lem. 6, (1). Similarly,
vpzq “ ∆zη,φ;A∆´zψ,φ;A “ pDη : Dψq´iz,A is a Connes-cocycle for A.
Then, for imaginary z “ it we get ∆zη,φ;A |ψy “ u1pzqvpzq |ψy, which has an analytic
continuation to S1{2 as vpzq |ψy is analytic there by Tomita-Takesaki theory. One next
applies the lemma with |Gpzqy “ ∆zη,φ;A |ψy and Az “ ∆´zη,ψ;B (chosing |ξy “ |ψy here).
The conditions are verified using standard relations of relative Tomita-Takesaki theory
as given e.g. in [3], app. C, such as (10), (11): At the upper boundary, z “ 1{2` it, one
finds |Gp1{2` itqy “ u1p1{2` itqJAvpitq˚JA |ηy which is of the form b1 |ηy for b1 P A1 Ă B1,
and one finds A1{2`it “ ∆itψ,η;B1JB1Sψ,η;B1 . Together, this gives,
A1{2`it |Gp1{2` itqy “ ∆itψ,η;B1JB1ru1p1{2` itqJAvpitq˚JAs˚ |ψy , (239)
which is bounded for real t. On the other hand, at the lower boundary Ait |Gpitqy is
bounded by definition. Continuing this type of argument gives the following lemma.
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Lemma 15. For |φy P C pA1, ψq, |Ξψpz, φqy is analytic in the interior of the strip S1{2
and weakly continuous on the boundary.
The relationship with other approaches can be seen through the quantity
gpzq “ inf
|φyPC pA1,ψq,}φ}“1
}Ξψpz, φq}. (240)
In the setup of finite-dimensional v. Neumann subfactors described in sec. 4.1, we can
write
|Ξψpz, φqy “ pρzBσ´zB b 1CqσzAρ1{2A τ´zA (241)
If we take z “ θ real then the infimum over τA (the density matrix representing |φy)
readily yields an Lp-norm for pθ “ 2{p2θ ` 1q,
gpzq “
´
tr
ˇˇˇ
pρzBσ´zB b 1CqσzAρ1{2A
ˇˇˇpθ¯1{pθ
. (242)
We recognize this again as (165) corresponding to an expression also studied by [27].
The strategy is now the following. First, lem. 12 also applies to the holomorphic
Hilbert-space valued function |Ξψpz, φqy (because z ÞÑ ln }Ξψpz, φq} is subharmonic). So
we have for 0 ă θ ă 1{2 that
ln }Ξψpθ, φq} ď
ż 8
´8
`
αθptq ln }Ξψpit, φq}1´2θ ` βθptq ln }Ξψp1{2` it, φq}2θ
˘
dt. (243)
Since @t P R, }Ξψpit, φq} ď 1, αθptq ą 0, we can drop the first term under the integral.
Then, we want to divide by θ and take the infimum over |φy P C pA1, ψq, }φ} “ 1. The next
lemma will allow us to deal with the second term under the integral. Since |φy P C pA1, ψq,
we can write |ψy “ a |φy, where a P A is self-adjoint, see [37], 5.21. Then:
Lemma 16. We have
}Ξψp1{2` it, φq}2 “ ωψ ˝ ι ˝ αtηpa2q (244)
for all |φy P C pA1, ψq.
Proof. On the left hand side of (244), we may choose |ξy “ |ηy. It is most conve-
nient to work with state vectors in the natural cones, for notations see (44). Define
b “ ∆1{2ψ,η;B∆´1{2η;B , which is affiliated to the algebra B and extend the definition (246) to
affiliated operators. Then we can write
}Ξψp1{2` it, φq}2
“}∆1{2ψ,ξ;B∆´
1
2
´it
η,ξ;B ∆
1
2
`it
η,φ;AaφA}2
“}JBς´tη;A
`
ς tη;B pbq
˘
JAaηA}2
“xηA| ς tη;Bpb˚bqJAς tη;A
`
a2
˘ |ηAy
“ xηB| ς tη;Bpb˚bqJBαηpς tη;A
`
a2
˘q |ηBy
“ xηB| b˚bJBς´tη;B
`
αη
`
ς tη;A
`
a2
˘˘˘ |ηBy
“ xηB| b˚JBς´tη;B
`
αη
`
ς tη;A
`
a2
˘˘˘
b |ηBy
“ xψB|αtηpa2q |ψBy “ ωψ ˝ ι ˝ αtηpa2q.
(245)
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(The choice piA1pψq “ J2A ď piA1pφq ď piA1pηq “ 1 guarantees the supports of vectors
on A1 are multiplied in the correct way, so we keep the piA1 ’s implicit in the derivation
– everything should be understood to happen on piA1pψq.) In the derivation we used
the definition of the Petz recovery map, see e.g. [30] proof of prop. 8.4, such that
@ a P A, b P B,
xηA| bJAa |ηAy “ xηB| bJBαηpaq |ηBy . (246)
Thus, we have (244). We obtain the claim in the lemma by taking the infimum in the set
C pA1, ψq on both sides of (244) and using (56).
The lemma and concavity of ln allows us to conclude from (243) that
lim
θÑ0`
1
θ
ln }Ξψpθ, φq} ď ln }aζS }2 “ ln }∆1{2ζS ,φψ}2, (247)
where |ζS y is a vector representative of ωψ ˝ι˝αS P A‹ and αS the recovery channel (41).
Note that taking the infimum over |φy P C pψ,A1q on the right side yields 2 lnF pωψ, ωψ ˝
ι ˝ αS q On the other hand, it is plausible to expect that for the term on the left side of
(243), we obtain
inf
φPC pA1,ψq
lim
θÑ0`
1
θ
ln }Ξψpθ, φq} “ ´SApψ|ηq ` SBpψ|ηq. (248)
If this latter equation could be demonstrated – which is possible at a formal level7 – then
it is clear that we would obtain an alternative proof of thm. 2 (though not of thm. 1).
When attempting to demonstrate (248) (or equivalently (249)), one is facing similar
technical difficulties as in the proof strategy described in the body of the text. There,
we were forced to introduced suitably regularized versions |ψP y of the vector in question.
Thus, while the strategy discussed in this appendix nicely avoids the use of Lp-spaces up
to a certain point, it is not clear whether their use can be altogether avoided. We think
that this would be an interesting research project.
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